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1 Introduction
The global value of illegal trade in protected species is an estimated 7-23 billion USD per year. The
global value of illegal fishing is an estimated 10-30 billion USD per year, and the global value of the
illegal timber industry an estimated 30-100 billion USD per year.1 These examples of wildlife crime
represent not only a substantial threat to global biodiversity, but also a loss of revenue for
development and provision of basic services, as well as a threat to livelihoods and food security.
International wildlife crime threatens economically, ecologically and socially important natural
resources, as well as culturally and intrinsically important species. Impunity for wildlife crime is
associated with problems of corruption, conflict and political instability.
Wildlife crime is increasingly characterized by large scale sophisticated operations often involving
criminal organizations from other sectors.2 Compared to other forms of transnational crime, wildlife
crime is relatively easy and rewarding. It promises high profits balanced by relatively low penalties
and low enforcement rates.3 As long as this situation remains, wildlife crime activity will continue to
grow.4
Existing legal frameworks and law enforcement mechanisms are struggling to face this challenge.
Recently, several researchers and organizations have proposed a new protocol to the United Nations
Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (UNTOC) as a mechanism to address international
wildlife crime.5 UNTOC is a global convention with provisions on, inter alia, law enforcement
cooperation, jurisdiction and criminalization of money laundering, corruption, obstruction of justice
and participation in an organized criminal group. Several of these provisions currently apply to
wildlife crime in certain cases. A new wildlife crime protocol could expand the application of these
provisions to cover a wider array of cases of wildlife crime, and include additional provisions
designed to address specific issues in criminalization of wildlife-related activities and enforcement of
wildlife laws.
This document evaluates whether and how such a protocol could contribute to effectively addressing
activities with harmful impacts on wildlife, including forest and marine life. The remainder of Section
1 defines the scope and terminology used in the paper, and provides background information on
wildlife crime, the relevant existing global framework and processes, and UNTOC. The paper then
examines four major areas that a new protocol could contribute to:
1) harmonization of national criminal laws;
1

Global Initiative Against Transnational Organized Crime, The Global Response to Transnational Organized Environmental
Crime (2014); C. Nellemann, R. Henriksen, P. Raxter, N. Ash, and E. Mrema (Eds)., The Environmental Crime Crisis – Threats
to Sustainable Development from Illegal Exploitation and Trade in Wildlife and Forest Resources, A UNEP Rapid Response
Assessment (UNEP and GRID-Arendal 2014); United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), Transnational Organized
Crime in the Fishing Industry (2011).
2
Nellemann, et al., supra note 1.
3
Ibid.
4
S. F. Pires and W. D. Moreto, “Preventing Wildlife Crimes: Solutions that can Overcome the 'Tragedy of the Commons'“,
17(2) European Journal of Criminal Policy Research 101-123 (2011); OECD, Why Fish Piracy Persists: The Economics of Illegal,
Unreported and Unregulated Fishing (OECD Publishing 2005).
5
E.g., Global Initiative, supra note 1; G. Rose and M. Tsamenyi, Universalizing Jurisdiction over Marine Living Resources
Crimes (WWF 2013).
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2) expansion of jurisdiction;
3) cooperation and assistance in enforcement; and
4) recognition of the importance of environmental crime by the international community.
It concludes with a summary of key points and recommendations for ways forward.

1.1 Scope and terminology
This document analyzes the potential of a UNTOC wildlife crime protocol to address international
wildlife crime, and highlights legal and technical issues raised by such a protocol. It does not answer
all questions associated with a protocol; instead it is intended to serve as a starting point for
discussion. To facilitate this discussion, this section defines four key terms used throughout the
paper: “wildlife”, “wildlife crime”, “international” and “serious”. It concludes with a brief explanation
of subject matter scope.
Wildlife, for the purpose of this paper, includes all flora, fauna, fungi and other macrobiota, both
terrestrial and marine. This definition includes plants, trees, freshwater and saltwater fish, molluscs,
crustaceans, marine and terrestrial mammals, reptiles, amphibians and birds. This paper covers
harmful or unsustainable activities involving or impacting these species or their products, whether
the species is endangered or non-endangered. Illegal fishing, unlicensed or illicit timber harvesting,
and illegal trade in endangered species and their products all come within the scope of this paper.
Typically wildlife refers to species not domesticated by humans, and does not include crops, livestock
or pets bred in captivity. However, plants and animals bred in captivity or cultivated on plantations
can be closely connected to illegal wildlife activity, as illicit operators can use them as a means of
disguising their activities and laundering illegal wildlife specimens and products.6 This paper
therefore also considers activities involving these domesticated and cultivated flora and fauna, as
related to wildlife crime.
For the purpose of this paper, “wildlife crime” is defined as criminal activity involving wildlife.
Criminal activity is activity in violation of a national, subnational or international criminal law. Not all
environmentally harmful activity is criminal. For example, unregulated and unreported fishing can be
extremely detrimental to the environment, but is not always covered by a specific law, particularly
when it occurs outside national jurisdiction in an area not covered by an international agreement.
Even illegal activity may not be criminal, if the perpetrator is in violation of an administrative
regulation but not a criminal law. This can happen in cases of fishing, hunting, or logging without an
appropriate license.7
Conversely, not all criminal activity is environmentally harmful. Sustainable hunting by a local
community may technically violate a criminal law, but may have little or no actual impact on the
wildlife resource base. Where it does have some environmental impact, it may be best addressed
through means other than criminal law, such as strengthening alternative livelihoods or restructuring
land and resource tenure systems. Part of the larger international program of effectively addressing
international wildlife crime is rationalizing criminal law and penalties to better align with
environmental impact and appropriately target those illegal activities best addressed through
6
7

See, e.g., TRAFFIC, Captive Bred, or Wild Taken? (TRAFFIC 2012); Nellemann, et al., supra note 1.
UNODC, Wildlife and Forest Crime Analytic Toolkit (2012).
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criminal law. This paper will, inter alia, consider how a UNTOC protocol might contribute to this
program (see Section 2.3).
This paper focuses on international wildlife crime, defined as wildlife crime that affects or involves
more than one country or areas beyond national jurisdiction. This includes, inter alia, illegal
international trade in wildlife, wildlife crime involving actors from two or more different States,
wildlife crime committed by an actor from one State in or affecting another State and wildlife crimes
committed on the high seas. This is a broad definition that encompasses almost all criminal activity
involving wildlife except for entirely domestic hunting, fishing or logging for subsistence or domestic
sale.
For convenience, this paper uses the term “serious crime” as defined for the purposes of UNTOC as
crime entailing a maximum imprisonment penalty of 4 years or more (see Section 1.4). Not all crime
that has serious environmental impacts falls under this definition, and vice versa. In this paper, use of
the term “serious” connotes only whether a crime falls under the UNTOC definition, not whether it is
environmentally or socially important or significant. However, it is important to note that qualifying
as “serious crime” under UNTOC can carry symbolic as well as practical implications. One of the
primary issues in addressing international wildlife crime is how to determine which environmentally
harmful wildlife-related activities should carry a penalty high enough to come under this definition of
“serious”. Section 2.4 discusses what role a UNTOC protocol might play in guiding this determination.
A threshold question for a UNTOC protocol may be whether it should cover all forms of wildlife crime
or focus specifically on a particular form, such as marine living resource crime.8 Different forms of
wildlife can raise different legal and technical issues. Measures to protect endangered species often
focus on reducing taking and trade. However, in the timber and marine sector, sustainable harvest
and trade may be encouraged as an important component of food and livelihood security and
sustainable development. For example, one of the objectives of the 2006 International Tropical
Timber Agreement is to “promote the expansion and diversification of international trade in tropical
timber from sustainably managed and legally harvested forests.”9 This need to preserve and support
licit and sustainable resource use in these sectors can make enforcement more difficult because of
the possibility of mixing legal and illegally sourced products to disguise origins. It also makes
strengthening legislation and enforcement more controversial, as it can burden a potentially
beneficial industry.
There are several potential benefits to addressing timber, marine and endangered species crime
together. There is significant subject matter overlap: protecting endangered species involves many of
the same tools, mechanisms and personnel as regulating illegal activities affecting non-endangered
marine and forest resources. Moreover, illegal logging and marine living resource crime pose a threat
to both terrestrial and marine endangered species through damage to habitat and bycatch. There is
evidence that some of the same operators may be involved in multiple sectors, as in cases of illegal
fishing boats transporting elephant ivory and other products of endangered species, as well as their
cargo of illegally caught fish (see Box 3).10 Finally, many of the same enforcement mechanisms--8

See Rose and Tsamenyi, supra note 5, proposing a UNTOC protocol on marine living resource crime.
International Tropical Timber Agreement 2006 (ITTA), UN Doc. TD/TIMBER.3/12, (Geneva, 27 January 2006), art. 1.
10
UNODC, supra note 1; UNEP, CITES, IUCN, TRAFFIC, Elephants in the Dust – The African Elephant Crisis, A Rapid Response
Assessment, (UNEP, GRID-Arendal 2013).
9
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Box 1: African Elephant Ivory
An estimated 22,000-25,000 African elephants are illegally killed each year. Many of these are killed by individual local
poachers, often hired or supported by illegal traders or even criminal organizations. The poachers may be
professionals, or even members of terrorist or militant groups, but they are often opportunists motivated by poverty,
desire for bushmeat, or the need to protect their fields from elephant destruction. In these cases they may have only
loose connections to prospective buyers.
Once the tusks are removed they typically pass through a series of middlemen, often crossing several national borders.
Ultimately the ivory may be worked by African carvers and sold to tourists, foreign businessmen or ex-patriot residents
in one of the growing unregulated markets in countries like the Democratic Republic of Congo, Egypt, Mozambique and
Sudan. However, it is more likely that it will be exported as raw ivory from Kenya, Tanzania, or South Africa, on a ship
or plane bound for Asia.
To avoid detection at the point of export, ivory may be cut into smaller pieces and smuggled on airlines, or carried by
embassy staff not subject to search. However, increasingly, raw ivory is exported in large shipping containers,
containing 500 kg or more. These large quantities indicate likely involvement of organized criminals. These shipments
evade customs enforcement through fraud, forgery and bribery of officials as well as other tactics such as mixing ivory
with other cargo to confuse electronic scans, or shipping aboard fishing vessels, which are less frequently inspected.
The smuggling vessels often transit through Hong Kong, Malaysia, Philippines or Viet Nam, with many destined for
China, the largest ivory market in the world. There the ivory may be worked and sold to domestic consumers or foreign
tourists, or put for sale on online auction sites.
Sources: Nellemann, C., Henriksen, R., Raxter, P., Ash, N., Mrema, E. (Eds), The Environmental Crime Crisis – Threats to
Sustainable Development from Illegal Exploitation and Trade in Wildlife and Forest Resources, A UNEP Rapid Response
Assessment (UNEP and GRID-Arendal 2014); UNEP, CITES, IUCN, TRAFFIC, Elephants in the Dust – The African Elephant
Crisis, A Rapid Response Assessment, (UNEP, GRID-Arendal 2013); Greg L. Warchol, “The Transnational Illegal Wildlife
Trade”, in Transnational Environmental Crime, ed. Rob White (Ashgate 2013) pp. 379-395.

border and port controls, and tracking and licensing measures---can be used for all forms of wildlife
crime.
A broader question is whether a potential protocol should be limited to wildlife crime, or whether it
should cover all forms of environmental crime, including, inter alia, illegal transfer and disposal of
hazardous waste, illegal extraction and trade of natural resources, and illegal manufacture and trade
of ozone depleting substances.11 There may be benefits to such an approach but it would add
additional complexity to negotiation of a protocol.
These threshold questions of the subject matter of a potential UNTOC protocol are outside the scope
of this paper, which focuses specifically on how a protocol might help address issues related to all
forms of wildlife. However, much of the analysis in the paper also applies to a broader or narrower
protocol.

1.2 Nature of wildlife crime
It is difficult to generalize patterns and methods of wildlife crime. Different forms of wildlife crime
follow very different scenarios. Even within a particular form, such as trade in endangered species,
there is variation by region, species and type of criminal group involved. However, it is possible to
estimate some common characteristics and trends in wildlife crime. This section traces some of these
11

For a description of different types of transnational organized environmental crime, and responses to them, see Global
Initiative, supra note 1.
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Box 2: Illegal Logging of Tropical Timber
Between 50% and 90% of timber products originating in countries in the Amazon or South East Asia can be considered
illegal. These include timber harvested without a permit, in excess of concession quotas, in protected areas, or during a
logging moratorium, as well as harvesting of particular protected or regulated species, such as mahogany. In some
cases, real or fictitious agricultural or palm oil operations are used to disguise timber operations and act as a cover for
building roads and moving materials. These are used as a way to bypass logging moratoria. In many cases, timber is
logged illegally alongside legal harvesting activities, either in excess of a quota or just outside the bounds of a
concession. In all cases, illicit timber and forest products are frequently mixed with licit products throughout their
journey along the supply chain.
Once logged, timber is either processed in-country or exported raw, often first to Singapore or Hong Kong or another
transit country where it is mixed with legal forest products. From there, it might travel to China to be turned into
woodchips, paper or pulp for export into the European Union or the United States. Once processed in this way, it is
almost impossible to determine the origin of the wood or to distinguish between legal products and those that have
been illegally sourced.
Along the journey, timber traffickers evade enforcement with falsified logging and transport permits and bribes to
forest officials, police, the military and local authorities. Illegal logging is also associated with tax evasion and money
laundering of proceeds. While small scale local groups and individuals do harvest forest products illegally, particularly
for the domestic charcoal or fuelwood market, perpetrators of transnational timber crime are typically large and highly
organized businesses, with strong international connections.
Source: Nellemann, C., Henriksen, R., Raxter, P., Ash, N., Mrema, E. (Eds), The Environmental Crime Crisis – Threats to
Sustainable Development from Illegal Exploitation and Trade in Wildlife and Forest Resources, A UNEP Rapid Response
Assessment (UNEP and GRID-Arendal 2014).

general characteristics and trends, including the variety of actors involved, the degree of
organization, and linkages with other forms of transnational organized crime. It draws on
paradigmatic examples of types of wildlife crime described in Boxes 1-3. This discussion is not
intended as a complete review of the current state and nature of wildlife crime, but as general
background to inform the analysis of a potential wildlife crime protocol under UNTOC.
Often the actors involved in the initial taking of wildlife are poor and not involved in planning or
controlling international wildlife crime operations. Poachers of endangered species are often
opportunistic locals acting to secure subsistence or in response to animal human conflict.12 Such
poachers are often hired or commissioned by international actors, or have a loose connection to a
professional trader or middleman to whom they sell the wildlife product. A study of illegal wildlife
trade in South Africa found that most poachers of birds or reptiles were local opportunists
commissioned by international collectors or traders, while most poachers of African cats were
ranchers protecting their livestock who went on to sell the pelts.13 Fishing and logging operations
often likewise employ poor and often desperate people to provide the necessary labor. The crews of
illegal fishing vessels can be victims of human trafficking.14

12

Pires and Moreto, supra note 4; G. Wright, “Conceptualising and combating transnational environmental crime”, 14
Trends in Organised Crime 332-346 (2011).
13
G. L. Warchol, “The Transnational Illegal Wildlife Trade”, in Transnational Environmental Crime, ed. Rob White, (Ashgate
2013), pp. 379-395.
14
UNODC, supra note 1.
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Box 3: Large Scale Illegal Fishing
Illegal fishing is worth an estimated 10 to 30 billion USD each year, globally. Illegal fishing includes catching fish without
a permit or in excess of quotas, fishing in protected areas or out of season, catching protected species, and fishing
using prohibited methods or equipment. Some illegal fishing is attributable to bycatch or other permit violations by
otherwise legal fishing operations. However, illegal fishing is also carried out by large scale highly organized and
international operations that intentionally engage in illegal practices that target high value fish.
These operations involve fleets of ships often owned by front companies with complicated international structures and
registered in flag states with weak laws or enforcement practices and generous privacy laws that impede tracing true
ownership. The fishers themselves work for low wages and in bad conditions, and can be victims of human trafficking.
Illegal fishing has also been linked to money laundering, tax evasion, corruption, piracy, forgery, fraud and smuggling of
drugs, firearms and wildlife.
Vessels involved in illegal fishing can stay at sea for months or years at a time without coming to port. Other vessels in
the fleet provide refueling and transshipment services. This allows illegal fishing operations to effectively evade
enforcement mechanisms that rely on listing of ships suspected of illegal fishing: fish caught by listed vessels can be
transferred to unlisted vessels at sea and mixed with legal catch before entering port. When they do eventually come
to port, listed vessels can choose a port in a distant region that is less strict about inspection and enforcement, and
avoid tracing by changing name or flag. A 2010 study by Flothmann et al. found that some listed vessels changed name
up to 9 times or flag up to 7 times in a five year period. Because of the lack of an international fishing vessel monitoring
system, these tactics can be extremely effective in avoiding enforcement.
Sources: United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), Transnational Organized Crime in the Fishing Industry
(2011); Nellemann, C., Henriksen, R., Raxter, P., Ash, N., Mrema, E. (Eds), The Environmental Crime Crisis – Threats to
Sustainable Development from Illegal Exploitation and Trade in Wildlife and Forest Resources, A UNEP Rapid Response
Assessment (UNEP and GRID-Arendal 2014); TRAFFIC, Wildlife Trade in the European Union, Briefing Paper (2014); S.
Flothmann, K. Kistowski, E. Dolan, E. Lee, F. Meere, and G. Album, “Closing Loopholes: Getting Illegal Fishing Under
Control”, 328(5982) Science 1235-1236 (2010).

In addition, some professionals are involved in initial taking of wildlife, particularly poaching of
terrestrial megafauna. These regularly have better equipment and technology at their disposal than
the opportunists.15 According to Global Initiative, “some organized criminal groups engaged in
poaching wildlife are known to possess all-weather clothing, night-vision equipment, high-powered
firearms, tranquilizer drugs and guns.”16 These well-armed professionals pose a direct threat to
rangers, who increasingly face the risk of death in carrying out their duties.17
Transporting the illicit goods from source to end consumer while evading enforcement inevitably
involves some degree of organization. These operations can be loose networks of individuals
connected by trade relationships or contracts, or they can be more integrated criminal operations.
The former may be more common in trade of endangered species, though established criminal
organizations can also be involved. For example, there is evidence that East Asian organized criminal
groups such as the Wo Shing Wo and Japanese Yakuza are involved in trafficking ivory, rhino horn,
tigers, shark fin, abalone and whale meat; the Russian mafia is reportedly involved in illicit trade in
sturgeon, caviar, tigers and bears; and the Italian mafia is allegedly involved in trafficking parrots and
15

Pires and Moreto, supra note 4.
Global Initiative, supra note 1, p. 9.
17
According to the International Ranger Federation, 29 rangers were killed by poachers in the last year. IUCN, Rising
murder toll of park rangers calls for tougher laws, News Story 29 July 2014, http://www.iucn.org/?17196/Rising-murdertoll-of-park-rangers-calls-for-tougher-laws (accessed 15 Sep 2014).
16
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falcons through Central Asia and Brazil.18 Highly organized operations are characteristic of
transnational illegal timber and fishing operations (see Boxes 2-3). Such criminal organizations can
create the most difficulty for enforcement because of their resources, connections and practiced
techniques for avoiding enforcement.19
Transnational wildlife crime has been linked to several other forms of transnational organized crime.
Illegal fishing is linked to human trafficking, drug smuggling and piracy, among other crimes.20 Illegal
hunting can involve use of unlicensed firearms.21 Illegal logging can be connected to clearing land for
drug cultivation.22 All forms of wildlife crime often involve multiple ancillary crimes such as money
laundering, forgery, corruption, smuggling and tax evasion. These linkages point to high levels of
organization and involvement of sophisticated crime syndicates. However, they also provide multiple
entry points for arresting and prosecuting perpetrators of wildlife crime.

1.3 Global frameworks and processes
A number of global instruments are relevant to international wildlife crime (see Table 1). These
include environmental instruments, trade instruments, criminal law instruments and instruments
specific to the marine sector. Though all contribute to some degree to addressing international
wildlife crime, gaps remain. Certain environmental instruments require Parties to regulate wildlife
related activities or to take enforcement measures, but none require criminalization or measures to
specifically address wildlife crime. The criminal law-related agreements, the UN Convention Against
Corruption (UNCAC) and UNTOC, include provisions which incidentally apply to certain types of
wildlife crime – i.e. crime carrying a penalty of 4 years or more – and to crimes relevant to wildlife
crime such as corruption and money laundering, but do not specifically or comprehensively cover
wildlife crime. A number of global interagency and cross-sectoral processes have begun to recognize
the significance of the problem of wildlife crime and to take action to encourage national and
international responses. These processes provide forums for discussion of and cooperation on
wildlife crime, but do not create an international legal framework for addressing the problem.
The most relevant global environmental instrument is the 1973 Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES), which establishes mechanisms and
requirements for regulating import and export of species listed in its appendices.23 The Convention
requires Parties to “take appropriate measures … to prohibit trade in specimens” and specifically “to
penalize trade in, or possession of, such specimens.” (art. VIII.1), but it does not require Parties to
impose criminal penalties. However, in many countries legislation implementing CITES does
criminalize the import or export of listed species, often with penalties of four years or more, bringing
these offences within the UNTOC definition of serious crime (see Table 3). Moreover, several
resolutions of the CITES Conference of the Parties have encouraged specific responses to wildlife
18

Wright, supra note 12; J. L. Schneider, Sold into Extinction: The Global Trade in Endangered Species (Praeger 2012).
Pires and Moreto, supra note 4.
20
UNODC, supra note 1; Nellemann, et al., supra note 1; TRAFFIC, Wildlife Trade in the European Union, Briefing Paper
(2014).
21
Nellemann, et al., supra note 1; Global Initiative, supra note 1.
22
Wright, supra note 12.
23
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES), 993 UNTS 243 (Washington,
D.C., 3 Mar. 1973).
19
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crime. For example, Resolution Conf. 11.3 recommends that Parties “recognize the seriousness of
illegal trade in wild fauna and flora and identify it as a matter of high priority for their national law
enforcement agencies” and “advocate sanctions for infringements that are appropriate to their
nature and gravity.”24 It goes on to detail specific mechanisms for enforcement cooperation,
including sharing information on suspected legal violations and developing a “comprehensive
strategy for border controls, audits and investigations” including ensuring appropriate training of
border inspectors and use of wildlife detector dogs.25 In addition, the CITES Law Enforcement Expert
Group provides guidance to Parties on measures to improve law enforcement,26 and CITES is part of
the International Consortium on Combating Wildlife Crime, discussed below. However, CITES is not
inherently a criminal law enforcement agreement, and the agreement itself does not provide
mechanisms to support specific enforcement operations, such as intelligence sharing between
enforcement agencies or extradition requirements.27 While CITES does include provisions on
confiscation of specimens, it is in the context of returning such specimens to the State of export and
ensuring humane treatment of live specimens, not in the context of criminal investigations.28 Most
importantly, CITES requirements only apply to species listed in its appendices, not to wildlife in
general.
Table 1: Global agreements relevant to wildlife crime
Requires Parties to

Short name

Adopted/
Entered
into force

No. of
Parties

Subject
matter

Promote/
cooperate in
wildlife
conservation

Regulate
activities
relating
to
wildlife

Enforce
measures
relating
to
29
wildlife

Criminalise
activities
relating to
wildlife

Specifically
address
wildlife
crime

Global agreements on species and habitats protection/conservation
CITES

1973/1975

180

Endangered
species

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

CBD

1992/1993

194

Biological
diversity

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

CMS

1979/1983

120

Migratory
species

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Ramsar
Convention

1971/1975

168

Wetlands

Yes

No

No

No

No

32

30

No

31

24

7th Meeting of the Conference of the Parties to CITES, Resolution Conf. 11.3 (Rev. COP16), Compliance and Enforcement
(Kenya, 10-20 April 2000), p. 3.
25
Ibid. at pp. 5-6.
26
J. Sellar, Policing the Trafficking of Wildlife: Is there anything to learn from law enforcement responses to drug and
firearms trafficking? (Global Initiative 2014).
27
Ibid.
28
CITES, supra note 23, art. VIII.
29
These conventions explicitly require Parties to take measures to enforce the convention or components therein.
30
While CITES art. VII.1(a) requires parties to penalise illegal trade, it does not require that this penalty be criminal.
31
CITES does include provisions on confiscation and seizure of specimens, and its COP has encouraged specific responses
to wildlife crime, e.g. through Res. Conf. 11.3
32
While WHC requires Parties to “take appropriate legal … measures necessary for the … conservation” of World Heritage
Sites (art. 5(3)), Ramsar only requires that Parties “formulate and implement their planning so as to promote the
conservation” of listed wetlands (art. 3.1).
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World
Heritage
Convention

1972/1975

191

Cultural and
natural
heritage

Yes

Yes

Tropical
timber

Yes

No

32

No

No

No

33

No

No

No

Global agreements on forests
ITTA

2006/2011

68

Global agreements on marine environment and living resources
UNCLOS

1982/1994

166

Marine
environment

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

UN Fish
Stocks
Agreement

1995/2001

81

Straddling/
migratory
fish stocks

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

FAO
Compliance
Agreement

1993/2003

39

Fish in the
high seas

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

International
Whaling
Convention

1946/1948

89

Whales

Yes

Yes

33

Yes

No

No

CCAMLR

1980/1982

25

Antarctic
marine living
resources

Yes

Yes

33

Yes

No

No

Global agreements on criminal law
UNTOC

2000/2003

180

Transnational
organised
crime

No

No

Yes

UNCAC

2003/2005

172

Corruption

No

No

Yes

34

34

34

Yes

34

Yes

No

No

34

34

There is no global legally binding instrument on forests, but there is a series of agreements on
tropical timber.35 The current International Tropical Timber Agreement provides a framework for
cooperation between tropical timber producing and consuming countries to promote sustainable
use, in the form of the International Tropical Timber Organization. This regime focuses on capacity
building and policy development for sustainable management and governance of forest resources. It
does not directly engage with the law enforcement sector.
33

The ITTA, the International Whaling Convention and CCAMLR all create institutions to develop standards and encourage
countries to promote conservation of species. The International Whaling Commission has power to amend the provisions of
the Schedule, which forms an integral part of the convention, by adopting “regulations with respect to the conservation and
utilization of whale resources” (IWC art. V.1). The Commission established by CCAMLR can adopt conservation measures
that become binding on Members, unless they enter an official reservation (art. 6). However, decisions of the
International Tropical Timber Organization do not become part of the ITTA text, though “Members undertake to accept and
carry out the decisions of the Council” (ITTA 2006 art. 29).
34
UNTOC and UNCC do not specifically reference wildlife crime, but they each cover certain activities related to
unsustainable wildlife use, such as criminal activities involving wildlife and carrying a penalty of more than 4 years, and
associated crimes such as money laundering, corruption, etc.
35
International Tropical Timber Agreement, supra note 9. There is also a Non-legally binding instrument on all types of
forests, which establishes international guidelines and frameworks for sustainable forest management. Non-legally binding
instrument on all forms of forests, A/RES/62/98, adopted by UNFF 28 April 2007, adopted by UN General Assembly 17
December 2007.
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Several international instruments are relevant to wildlife crime in the marine sector. The UN
Convention on the Law of the Sea provides an overall framework for international relations on the
high seas and in coastal waters, including through definition of the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of
up to 200 nautical miles from shore, in which coastal States exercise rights and jurisdiction over
marine resources.36 Specific provisions on fishing are established by an implementation agreement
to UNCLOS, the 1995 UN Fish Stocks Agreement.37 This agreement only applies to highly migratory
and straddling fish stocks, not to fish stocks located entirely within the EEZ of one State. The
agreement requires fishing States and coastal States to cooperate through Regional Fisheries
Management Organizations to conserve and manage fish stocks (art. 8). These organizations can set
standards and quotas for sustainable management of fisheries. However, the RFMOs themselves
have no inherent enforcement capacity. They do have capacity to monitor and oversee Member
States implementation, but in practice this monitoring may be inconsistent.38
The 1993 FAO Compliance Agreement also attempts to strengthen enforcement of international
fishing conservation standards on the high seas by establishing specific responsibilities for flag States
and port States to take actions to control and monitor the activities of vessels.39 It requires each
Party to “take such measures as may be necessary to ensure that fishing vessels entitled to fly its flag
do not engage in any activity that undermines the effectiveness of international conservation and
management measures” (art. III.1(a)). This agreement has not been fully implemented or ratified by
many States that are unable or unwilling to exert the necessary control over their flag vessels.40
Moreover, it only applies to fishing on the high seas, not within the EEZ.
UNTOC is not the only criminal law agreement relevant to wildlife crime. The UN Convention Against
Corruption (UNCAC) criminalizes corruption and includes provisions on cooperation, mutual legal
assistance, extradition, technical assistance and information exchange.41 Corruption is highly
relevant to many wildlife related activities. Not only is wildlife crime closely linked to and facilitated
by corruption, impunity for and revenue from wildlife crime can drive and promote corruption by
undermining rule of law, enabling a culture of corruption and providing incentives and financial
means to keep corrupt officials in power.
Recognition of the importance of addressing wildlife crime, particularly through inter-disciplinary
cooperation, has spurred a number of recent global processes. In 2010, CITES, INTERPOL, UNODC,
the World Bank and the World Customs Organization (WCO) came together to launch the
International Consortium on Combating Wildlife Crime (ICCWC) for the purpose of pooling expertise
to build global capacity in this area. In pursuance of this objective, ICCWC holds workshops and
seminars bringing together experts from different disciplines and has developed an analytic toolkit
36

United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), 1833 UNTS 3 (Montego Bay, 10 Dec. 1982).
Agreement for the Implementation of the Provisions of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea of 10 Dec.
1982 relating to the Conservation and Management of Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks (UN Fish
Stocks Agreement), 2167 UNTS 3 (New York, 4 August 1995).
38
S. Flothmann, K. Kistowski, E. Dolan, E. Lee, F. Meere, and G. Album, “Closing Loopholes: Getting Illegal Fishing Under
Control”, 328(5982) Science 1235-1236 (2010).
39
Agreement to Promote Compliance with International Conservation and Management Measures by Fishing Vessels on
the High Seas (FAO Compliance Agreement), FAO Res. 15/93, (24 Nov. 1993).
40
UNODC, supra note 1; Rose and Tsamenyi, supra note 5.
41
United Nations Convention Against Corruption (UNCAC), GA res. 58/4, 2003 (31 Oct. 2003)
37
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on law enforcement systems related to wildlife crime.42 This toolkit provides a comprehensive guide
to analysing and improving legal and law enforcement mechanisms related to wildlife crime. It has
been recognized as an important tool in improving legal frameworks to address wildlife crime. For
example, at its sixteenth meeting, the CITES Conference of the Parties recommended that all Parties
“make use of the ICCWC Wildlife and forest crime analytic toolkit”.43 A UNTOC wildlife crime
protocol could likewise draw on and refer to the toolkit, both in drafting and implementation.
Several individual international criminal justice organizations are focusing on wildlife related issues.
INTERPOL maintains an Environmental Crime Programme including working groups on Wildlife Crime
and Fisheries Crime to foster information exchange and provide operational support in cases of
wildlife crime, through operations such as Operation Leaf and Operation Scale, focused on
addressing forest and fishery crime respectively.44 The UN Commission on Crime Prevention and
Criminal Justice (CCPCJ), established in 1992, has been charged with addressing environment-related
crime since its initial mandate, which listed “the role of criminal law in the protection of the
environment” as a priority theme.45 Recently CCPCJ has proposed and adopted specific resolutions
on aspects of wildlife crime including resolution 23/1 on “Strengthening a targeted crime prevention
and criminal justice response to combat illicit trafficking in forest products, including timber”,
adopted in 2014.46 On the recommendation of CCPCJ, ECOSOC adopted resolution 2013/40 on
“Crime prevention and criminal justice responses to illicit trafficking in protected species of wild
fauna and flora” which, inter alia, “Encourages Member States to make illicit trafficking in protected
species of wild fauna and flora involving organized criminal groups a serious crime.”47
Environmental organizations and processes are also engaging in the issue of wildlife crime. The
outcome document of the Rio+20 conference on environment and development includes recognition
of “the economic, social and environmental impacts of illicit trafficking in wildlife where firm and
strengthened action needs to be taken.”48 Wildlife crime was one of the focus areas of the first
United Nations Environment Assembly in 2014. UNEA Resolution L.16 encouraged Member States to
“strengthen capacity of the entire enforcement chain”, provide additional support to wildlife law
enforcement networks (discussed below), and “[p]romote and implement policies of zero tolerance
towards all illegal activities including corruption associated with the illegal trade in wildlife.”49 At the
2014 London Conference on the Illegal Wildlife Trade, countries produced a Declaration committing
42

CITES, The International Consortium on Combating Wildlife Crime, http://www.cites.org/eng/prog/iccwc.php (accessed
13 Nov 2014); UNODC, supra note 7.
43
CITES COP Res. Conf. 11.3, supra note 24.
44
INTERPOL, Environmental Crime,
http://www.interpol.int/Crime-areas/Environmental-crime (accessed 5 Aug 2014).
45
41st Plenary Meeting of the Economic and Social Council (EOCSOC), Resolution 1992/22, Implementation of GA
Resolution 46/152 concerning operational activities and coordination in the field of crime prevention and criminal justice
(30 July 1992).
46
23rd Session of the Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice (CCPCJ), Resolution 23/1, Strengthening a
targeted crime prevention and criminal justice response to combat illicit trafficking in forest products, including timber
(Vienna, 12-16 May 2014).
47
UN Economic and Social Council, Resolution 2013/40. Crime prevention and criminal justice responses to illicit trafficking
in protected species of wild fauna and flora. UN Doc. E/Res/2013/40 (17 Oct. 2013). Resolution adopted by the Economic
and Social Council on 25 July 2013, on the recommendation of the Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice.
48
UNGA, The Future We Want, UN. Doc. A/RES/66/288 (2012), para. 203.
49
United Nations Environment Assembly of UNEP, Illegal Trade in Wildlife, Resolution UNEP/EA.1/L.16 (2014), para. 1(d),
(f), (g).
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to take specific actions to address illegal trade in wildlife products, including through strengthening
law enforcement and criminal justice.50 Notably, the London Declaration includes a commitment to
ensure that poaching and wildlife trafficking are considered serious crimes under UNTOC.51
These processes, tools and declarations can provide guidance for actions to address wildlife crime.
Although they do not establish binding legal obligations on wildlife crime, they could inform and
support development of a formal international legal framework, such as a UNTOC wildlife crime
protocol, to specifically and comprehensively address the criminal aspects of illegal and
environmentally harmful wildlife related activities. Development of such a protocol should take into
account these existing processes as well as all global and regional instruments relevant to wildlife
crime to prevent overlap and ensure consistency and mutual reinforcement across sectors and
regimes.

1.4 The UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime
The UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (UNTOC) provides a global framework for
harmonizing criminal law and coordinating and supporting law enforcement in addressing offences
related to transnational organized crime. UNTOC was adopted by UN General Assembly Resolution
55/25 in November 2000, and entered into force in September of 2003. Its protocols on human
trafficking,52 smuggling of migrants53 and illegal manufacture and trafficking in firearms54 entered
into force in 2003, 2004 and 2005, respectively. The Convention currently has 180 Parties.
The potential role of UNTOC in addressing illegal wildlife activity was acknowledged from its
inception. In its resolution adopting UNTOC, the General Assembly asserts that it is:
Strongly convinced that the United Nations Convention against Transnational
Organized Crime will constitute an effective tool and the necessary legal
framework for international cooperation in combating, inter alia, such criminal
activities as money-laundering, corruption, illicit trafficking in endangered
species of wild flora and fauna, offences against cultural heritage and the
growing links between transnational organized crime and terrorist crimes.55
The current UNTOC text includes multiple provisions applicable to international wildlife crime (see
Table 2). Broadly, these include provisions on law enforcement cooperation and jurisdiction which
could apply to wildlife-related crimes, and provisions on ancillary crimes covered by the Convention
that could be related to wildlife crime. However, many cases of wildlife crime and associated
50

Declaration of the London Conference on the Illegal Wildlife Trade, 12-13 Feb 2014.
Ibid., VIII.
52
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, supplementing the
United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (Human Trafficking Protocol), GA Res. 55/25 (15 Nov
2000). As of September 2014, the Protocol has 163 Parties.
53
Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air (Migrant Smuggling Protocol), supplementing the United
Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, GA Res. 55/25 (15 Nov 2000). As of September 2014, the
Protocol has 140 Parties.
54
Protocol against the Illicit Manufacturing of and Trafficking in Firearms, Their Parts and Components and Ammunition
(Firearms Protocol), supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, GA res. 52/255
(31 May 2001). As of September 2014, the Protocol has 111 Parties.
55
55th Session of the UNGA, Resolution 55/25, United Nations Convention against Transnational Organised Crime (8
January 2001), preamble [emphasis added].
51
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offences may not be covered under the existing text, particularly in cases where the crime carries a
maximum penalty of fewer than 4 years.
Table 2: Applicability of UNTOC to wildlife crime and role of a potential protocol
Provision or issue

Current UNTOC text

Protocol additionality

Participation in an organized criminal
group (art. 5)

Applies where underlying crime has
maximum penalty of 4 years or more

Apply where underlying crime
meets definition of “wildlife
56
crime”

Money laundering (art. 6)

Applies to proceeds of activity criminal in
both State where committed and
prosecuting State

Apply to proceeds of activity
that meets definition of
“wildlife crime”

Corruption (art. 8)

Applies to all cases of corruption

--

Obstruction of justice (art. 23)

Applies where underlying crime is
transnational, organized, and carries a
maximum penalty of 4 years or more

Apply where underlying crime
meets definition of “wildlife
crime”

Criminalization of specific offences

Law enforcement cooperation and mutual legal assistance
Mutual legal assistance (art. 18)

Applies where crime is transnational,
organized, and carries a maximum penalty
of 4 years or more

Apply where criminal activity
meets definition of “wildlife
crime”

Cooperation in law enforcement (art. 27)

Applies where crime is transnational,
organized, and carries a maximum penalty
of 4 years or more

Apply where criminal activity
meets definition of “wildlife
crime”

Extradition (art. 16)

Applies where crime is transnational,
organized, and carries a maximum penalty
of 4 years or more

Apply where criminal activity
meets definition of “wildlife
crime”

Confiscation and seizure (arts. 12, 13)

Applies where crime is transnational,
organized, and carries a maximum penalty
of 4 years or more

Apply where criminal activity
meets definition of “wildlife
crime”

Required flag state and territorial
jurisdiction (art. 15.1)

Applies to crimes established by the
Convention (participation, money
laundering, corruption, obstruction of
justice)

Apply where criminal activity
meets definition of “wildlife
crime”

Permissible extra-territorial jurisdiction
over offences by or against nationals (art.
15.2(a)-(b))

Applies to crimes established by the
Convention (participation, money
laundering, corruption, obstruction of
justice)

Apply where criminal activity
meets definition of “wildlife
crime”

Permissible extra-territorial jurisdiction
over participation in organized criminal
group (art. 15.2(c)(i))

Applies to participation in organized
criminal group with view to commission of
serious crime within territory

Apply to participation in
organized criminal group with
view to commission of wildlife
crime within territory

Permissible extra-territorial jurisdiction
over activities related to money
laundering (art. 15.2(c)(ii))

Applies to activities related to money
laundering committed with view to
commission of money laundering within
territory

Jurisdiction

--

Additional provisions and mechanisms
Definition of wildlife crime

--

Require criminalization of
defined activities.

56

Defining wildlife crime as a crime covered by the convention would trigger application of UNTOC art. 5.1(a)(ii). Additional
provisions would be needed for countries that choose to criminalize participation in an organized criminal group only as
defined in art. 5.1(a)(i) and art. 5.1(b)
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Harmonized penalties

--

Sentencing guidelines or
standards for wildlife crime

Mechanisms for enforcement

--

Certification, monitoring, or
information sharing system

Expansion of jurisdiction

--

Promotion of expansion of
jurisdiction over wildlife crime

Social and economic initiatives

--

Demand reduction, alternative
livelihoods, ranger support
and other measures

UNTOC includes provisions on:
1)
2)
3)
4)

mutual legal assistance (art. 18)
law enforcement cooperation (art. 27)
extradition (art. 16), and
confiscation and seizure (arts. 12, 13).

Each of these provisions only applies to “offences covered by this Convention”, which includes
offences established by the Convention itself, offences established by the three existing protocols
and other offences that constitute serious crime, if these offences are transnational in nature and
involve an organized criminal group (see Box 4). Wildlife crime is therefore covered by these
provisions of the Convention if it is serious, transnational, and involves and organized criminal group.
As mentioned above, serious crime, for the purposes of the Convention, means offences punishable
by a maximum prison sentence of four years or more. Many wildlife-related crimes may constitute
“serious” crimes under this definition; however many may not.57 Table 3 provides examples of
national legislation relating to taking or trade in endangered species, showing the variation in
penalties imposed.
UNTOC defines a transnational offence as one that involves or affects more than one State in
specified ways (art. 3.2; see Box 4). Almost all forms of international wildlife crime are definitionally
transnational in nature. The UNTOC definition does not explicitly include crimes committed in areas
beyond national jurisdiction,58 but most high seas fishing operations probably do qualify as
“transnational” because they typically involve actors from multiple States and ancillary criminal
activities in multiple ports and areas within national jurisdiction, such as forgery, fraud and
corruption, and because these activities can substantially affect fish stocks shared with national
jurisdictions (see Box 3).
Finally, UNTOC defines “organized criminal group” broadly to include any structured group of three
or more persons, existing for a period of time and acting together with the aim of committing serious
crimes or offences established in accordance with the Convention (see Box 4). This definition covers
many large scale fishing and timber operations and networks of species traffickers and smugglers. It
could also cover small scale poachers, fishers or users of forest resources operating in groups of
three or more and acting together to undertake activity that meets the criteria of serious crime.

57

Wright, supra note 12, stating that “few governments impose the four-year deprivation of liberty penalty required for
activity to be considered a 'serious crime'“ (p. 36); DLA Piper, Empty Threat: Does the Law Combat Illegal Wildlife Trade: A
Ten-Country Review of Legislative and Judicial Approaches,
Report Commissioned by Royal Foundation on behalf of United for Wildlife Partnership (2014).
58
Rose and Tsamenyi, supra note 5.
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Box 4: UNTOC Scope and Definitions
Scope
This Convention shall apply, except as otherwise stated herein, to the prevention, investigation and prosecution of:
(a) The offences established in accordance with articles 5, 6, 8 and 23 of this Convention; and
(b) Serious crime as defined in article 2 of this Convention;
where the offence is transnational in nature and involves an organized criminal group. (art. 3.1)
Definitions
“Serious crime” shall mean conduct constituting an offence punishable by a maximum deprivation of liberty of at least
four years or a more serious penalty (art. 2(b)).
“Organized criminal group” shall mean a structured group of three or more persons, existing for a period of time and
acting in concert with the aim of committing one or more serious crimes or offences established in accordance with this
Convention, in order to obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or other material benefit (art. 2(a)).
[A]n offence is transnational in nature if:
(a) It is committed in more than one State;
(b) It is committed in one State but a substantial part of its preparation, planning, direction or control takes place in
another State;
(c) It is committed in one State but involves an organized criminal group that engages in criminal activities in more
than one State; or
(d) It is committed in one State but has substantial effects in another State. (art. 3.2).

Several forms of international wildlife crime meet these definitions of serious, transnational and
involving an organized criminal group, and are therefore covered by the Convention's provisions on
law enforcement cooperation. For example, smuggling a shipping container of elephant ivory from
Kenya to the United States would be covered by these provisions. The crime carries a penalty of
more than 4 years under both the Kenyan Wildlife Conservation and Management Act and the US
Lacey Act.59 It is transnational because it is committed in more than one State; it almost certainly
also involves planning, direction or control in more than one State. Finally, it invariably involves an
organized criminal group, as it would be impossible to ship such large quantities without at least
three persons acting together in a structured way for a period of time.60 However, smuggling a
similar shipment of ivory from Cameroon to Italy would most likely not be covered by the
Convention, as neither country currently imposes a penalty of more than four years for this activity61,
and therefore it would not be considered serious crime under the Convention.
Similarly, many commercial illegal fishing operations would be covered by the Convention,
depending on the maximum penalty provided by national law. All but the smallest and most localised
fishing operations involve three or more people, including the captain and crew of the vessel, boat
owner, support personnel, and others involved in planning, directing and implementing the activities
of the vessel or fleet, and therefore qualify as organized. Likewise, many such fishing operations
59

Lacey Act, 1900, amended 2008, 16 USC §3371 et seq.; DLA Piper, supra note 57.
According to UNEP, ivory shipments of 800 kg or more strongly indicate involvement of organized criminal groups. UNEP,
supra note 10. CITES now defines a “large scale” seizure as more than 500 kg. 16th Meeting of the Conference of the Parties
to CITES, Decision 16.83 (Bangkok, 3-14 March 2013).
61
DLA Piper, supra note 49; TRAFFIC, supra note 20.
60
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meet the definition of transnational, typically involving crew, owner and other actors of different
nationalities, registration or company incorporation in a state other than that of the owner, and
trade with multiple States. Therefore, whether these illegal fishing operations are covered by the
Convention depends on whether the maximum penalty provided meets the four year threshold,
which in many cases it does not.62 Logging operations likewise often involve organized companies
operating in multiple countries (see Box 2).63 These operations would also be covered by the
Convention where the illegal activities are punishable by a maximum penalty of four years or more.
What is typically not covered by the Convention is local poaching or forest resource use for
subsistence or local commercial sale. While this activity may carry a penalty of more than 4 years,
and may even be organized, depending on the number of people involved, it is most likely not
transnational. Such poaching or local forest resource use would typically only come within the scope
of the Convention if undertaken under the auspices of a transnational organized criminal group, or
otherwise incorporating a transnational element. This means that, while such activities may be
criminalized under national law with a penalty of four years or more, they do not trigger the
Convention’s provisions on extradition, law enforcement cooperation, confiscation and seizure, and
mutual legal assistance.
Where the wildlife offence itself does not come within the scope of the Convention, ancillary crimes
established by the Convention may in some cases still provide an entry point for investigation and
prosecution. UNTOC requires national criminalization of four crimes:
1) participation in organized criminal groups;
2) money laundering;
3) corruption and
4) obstruction of justice.
Each of these is frequently associated with wildlife crime (see discussion in Section 2.5). Each of these
is also considered a crime under the convention, and therefore triggers the provisions on mutual
legal assistance, law enforcement cooperation, extradition and confiscation and seizure.
The UNTOC definition of participation in organized criminal groups applies only to serious crimes, i.e.
crimes that carry a maximum penalty of four years or more. Likewise, UNTOC requires criminalization
of “obstruction of justice” only in relation to other offences covered by the Convention, which would
again apply only to wildlife crime that qualifies as serious crime, as well as organized and
transnational. As discussed above, many wildlife crimes do not meet this definition (see Table 3).
In contrast, UNTOC requires criminalization of corruption in all cases, regardless of associated crimes.
Likewise, the crime of money laundering as defined by the Convention applies to the laundering of
proceeds of any predicate crime, and UNTOC requires States to apply the definition to the widest
range of predicate offences. However, the predicate offence must be a criminal—though not
necessarily serious—offence in both the State where it occurred and the prosecuting State.
As this analysis shows, many of the provisions of UNTOC already cover environmentally harmful and
unsustainable activities involving wildlife that are criminalized under national law with a sufficiently
62
63

Rose and Tsamenyi, supra note 5.
Nellemann, et al., supra note 1.
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serious maximum penalty. In the absence of a special protocol on wildlife crime, countries could be
encouraged to adopt national legislation criminalizing certain wildlife related activities and
stipulating a maximum penalty of four years or more to bring them within the scope of these
provisions of UNTOC. A protocol may be a more efficient and effective way to promote and
standardize criminalization. Moreover, a protocol could broaden the scope of UNTOC to defined
activities which do not carry a criminal penalty of four years or more. Finally, a protocol could
include additional provisions to address issues specific to wildlife crime. These possibilities and the
technical and legal issues they raise form the body of this paper.

2 Harmonization of National Law
Lack of harmonization of laws relating to wildlife crime makes enforcement and compliance more
difficult. Ad hoc criminalization of wildlife taking can leave certain vulnerable species – such as
migratory species – unprotected. Inconsistent wildlife trade laws can create havens for criminals, and
transit hubs for traffickers. Different standards of criminalization can also mean that some countries’
laws are too weak to be effective, while others can seem draconian by international standards. A
UNTOC protocol could help harmonize national laws by establishing an internationally agreed
definition of wildlife crime, requiring specific legislative and other measures, creating guidelines or
requirements for harmonized and appropriate penalties, and providing for harmonized treatment
of ancillary offences.
Table 3: National penalties for illegal wildlife taking and trade64

Country

Region

Legislation

Australia

Oceania

Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999

Austria

Europe

Belgium

Max
sentence
(years)

Max fine
(USD,
rounded)
10

500,000

Species Trade Act 1998

2

2,400,000

Europe

Law of 28 July 1981

5

400,000

Bulgaria

Europe

Biodiversity Act 2002

5

13,000

Cambodia

Asia

Law on Forestry 2002

10

910,000

Cameroon

Africa

Forestry, Wildlife and Fisheries Law 1994

3

20,000

Canada

North
America

Wild Animal and Plant Protection and Regulation of International and
Interprovincial Trade Act 1992

5

140,000

China

Asia

Wildlife Protection Law 1988, Ch. IV; Criminal Law 1997

Life

Variable

Cyprus

Europe

Law on the Protection and Management of Nature and Wildlife (No.
153(I)/2003)

3

2,000

Czech
Republic

Europe

Act No. 100/2004 Coll., on the Trade in Species; Act No. 40/2009 Coll.,
the Criminal Code (2009)

8

80,000

Denmark

Europe

Nature Protection Act 1997

1

Variable

64

Data adapted from TRAFFIC, supra note 20; DLA Piper, supra note 57; Australia National Parks and Wildlife Conservation
Act 1975 (Commonweath), 13 March 1975; Cambodia Law on Forestry 2002, 31 August 2002; Canada Wild Animal and Plant
Protection and Regulation of International and Interprovincial Trade Act (S.C. 1992, c. 52), 17 December 1992; Nepal
National Parks and Wild Life Conservation (Fourth Amendment) Act 1993, 9 June 1993; South Africa National Environmental
Management Biodiversity Act, 2004 (No. 10 of 2004), 31 May 2004.
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DRC

Africa

Ordinance-Law 69-041 (1969); Order no. 056 (2000)

10

20

Estonia

Europe

Reg. of the Government 08.04.2005 No. 69; 'Nature Conservation Law;
Penal Code (2004)

5

90,000

Finland

Europe

Nature Conservation Act 1096/1996

2

Variable

France

Europe

Environmental Code (Consolidated 2010), Art. L415

7

200,000

Germany

Europe

Federal Nature Conservation Act 2009

5

2,400,000

Greece

Europe

Law 4042/2012 (Directive 2008/99//EC)

10

700,000

Hungary

Europe

Government Decree No. 292/2008 (XII. 10.); Criminal Code

3

400

Ireland

Europe

Wildlife Act 1976 – 2012

2

130,000

Italy

Europe

Law 150/92

1

140,000

Kenya

Africa

Wildlife Conservation and Management Act 2013

Life

230,000

Latvia

Europe

Criminal Law 1998, amendment, Art. 115

2

40,000

Lithuania

Europe

Criminal Code (2000)

4

50,000

Luxemburg

Europe

Law of 21 April 1989, amending Law 19 Feb 1975; Law on Protection of
Nature and Natural Resources 1982

0.5

30,000

Malaysia

Asia

International Trade in Species Act 2008; Wildlife Conservation Act 2010

10

300,000

Malta

Europe

Environment Protection Act 2001; Trade in Species of Fauna and Flora
Regulations 2004

2

6,000

Nepal

Asia

National Parks and Wildlife Conservation Act 1973

15

1,000

Netherlands

Europe

Flora and Fauna Act 2002; Penal Code 1881 (amended 1994)

6

100,000

Philippines

Asia

Wildlife Resources Conservation and Protection Act 2001

12

22,000

Poland

Europe

Nature Conservation Act 2004

5

230,000

Portugal

Europe

Law Decree 211/2009, Art. 25; Penal Code Law

3

3,000

Romania

Europe

Governmental Ordinance No. 57/2007; Penal Code

3

5,000

Slovakia

Europe

Criminal Code No. 300/2005

8

440,000

Slovenia

Europe

Nature Conservation Act 2004; Criminal Code (2008)

3

30,000

South Africa

Africa

Natural Environmental Management Biodiversity Act 2004

10

930,000

Spain

Europe

Organic Law 6/2011

5

Unlimited

Sweden

Europe

Environmental Code 1998, Ch. 29; Act on Penalties in Connection with
Smuggling 2000

6

Variable

Tanzania

Africa

Wildlife Conservation Act 2009, Part. XV

65

Variable

Thailand

Asia

Wild Animal Preservation and Protection Act 1992

7

3,000

Uganda

Africa

Wildlife Act 1996, Ch. XII

65

4,000

UK

Europe

Control of Trade in Species (Enforcement) Regulations 1997

5

Unlimited

Vietnam

Asia

Penal Code (No. 15/1999/QH10); Decree 179/2013/ND-CP

7

47,000

65

5

7

Minimum sentance; maximum not specified in law.
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2.1 The situation
Laws and penalties relating to wildlife crimes vary widely between jurisdictions (see Table 3).66 In
Europe, one of the world’s most significant wildlife importing regions, maximum penalties for CITESrelated violations range from 10 years to 6 months.67 Some European States have strong legislation
fully implementing the EU Timber Regulation and the EU Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing
regulation; many do not.68 There is similar variation among many wildlife exporting countries.69 In
many cases, these inconsistencies exist also at the subnational level, with laws and penalties varying
by sub-national state or province.70 In application of law, there are even more significant differences
based on different uses of prosecutorial and judicial discretion.71
These inconsistencies create problems for law enforcement. When a product or activity is
criminalized in one country but legal in its neighbour, it can be easy to launder the product or escape
enforcement simply by crossing a border.72 Both legally and practically, transnational law
enforcement cooperation typically requires a common definition of crime. Countries may be
unwilling to extradite for an activity they do not consider criminal. This can lead to forum shopping,
where controllers and perpetrators of wildlife crime can hide in lenient states with low enforcement
and low penalties, and relatively low probability of extradition.
Discrepancies in criminalization can also create port and market shopping, where traffickers choose
the most convenient transit and sales points for their products. This is particularly problematic in
regional customs unions and common markets, such as the European Union, the Common Market for
Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA), and the planned ASEAN Economic Community, where
customs barriers between countries are reduced or eliminated, facilitating internal movement of
illicit products. In these situations, the state with the weakest laws, penalties or enforcement can
provide an easy and low risk entry or exit point for illegal wildlife products.73
Apart from problems caused by discrepancies between laws, in some cases national laws relating to
wildlife are simply too weak to be effective, or fail to criminalize or otherwise penalize significantly
harmful activities. Many source countries of illegally traded wildlife are characterized by inadequate
wildlife legislation ineffectively implemented.74 Such legislation often requires separate
implementing regulations that have not entered into force, or stipulates creation of administrative
agencies that were never established.75 Legislation covering ancillary offences -- such as money
laundering or smuggling -- may be stronger, but such offences may not always be applicable in cases
of wildlife crime. For example, in Australia, money laundering is a criminal offence defined as
66
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laundering the proceeds from “indictable” offences; many wildlife offences, including fisheries
violations, are not normally indictable.76 Even where legislation and enforcement are sufficient to
secure convictions, penalties for wildlife crime may be too low to deter organized criminals,77 or
convictions may be limited to local opportunistic poachers or the lowest links in the criminal
network.78
In other cases, particular wildlife related laws may entail penalties that are disproportionate as
applied. In China, wildlife related crimes considered “extraordinarily serious” can be punishable by
life imprisonment or, until recently, death.79 Both life imprisonment and a death sentence have been
imposed in cases of illegal hunting of pandas.80 This type of extreme punishment is exceedingly rare.
Wildlife related criminal laws can also be applied to disproportionately punish members of local
communities engaging in illegal activities for the purpose of subsistence or in response to animalhuman conflict. In these cases, a UNTOC protocol establishing standards and definitions for wildlife
crime could serve to refocus criminal law to better target organized criminals, and realign
punishments in proportion to culpability and environmental impact.
Finally, lack of standardization of procedural requirements could support a “race to the bottom”,
where countries keep procedural requirements low to create a competitive trade advantage among
both legal and illegal operations. For example, both fishing vessels and trade vessels may avoid ports
that have extensive documentation and inspection requirements, leading to a loss of revenue from
trade and transit.81 To avoid this, countries may resist imposing more stringent procedural obstacles,
as long as other countries are willing to keep requirements low.
Harmonization of wildlife crime definitions, penalties, and specific legislative and other measures
could help address these problems, by creating a baseline for criminalization of severely harmful
activities, facilitating law enforcement cooperation, and promoting a shared understanding of the
scope and significance of international wildlife crime. A UNTOC protocol could play a role in achieving
this harmonization, as discussed below.

2.2 Harmonized definition of wildlife crime as national criminal offence
One of the most significant aspects of the three existing protocols is the establishment of
internationally agreed definitions of human trafficking, smuggling of migrants and illicit trafficking of
firearms, respectively.82 These definitions explicitly lay out the different aspects of the covered
activity (see Box 5). This would likewise be a key role of a UNTOC Protocol on wildlife crime. A
standardized definition of wildlife crime could:
1) provide international agreed standards for defining particular crimes in national law;
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Box 5: Firearms Protocol Definitions
“Illicit manufacturing” shall mean the manufacturing ...
(i) From parts and components illicitly trafficked;
(ii) Without a licence or authorization ...
(iii) Without marking the firearms
Licensing or authorization ... shall be in accordance with
domestic law; (art. 3(c))
“Illicit trafficking” shall mean the import, export
acquisition, sale [etc.] ... of firearms ... if any one of the
States Parties concerned does not authorize it in
accordance with the terms of this Protocol or if the
firearms are not marked ... (art. 3(e))

2) bring such crimes within the scope of UNTOC
provisions on law enforcement cooperation and
mutual legal assistance;
3) help aim wildlife crime measures
appropriately to target organizers and
controllers; and
4) set the scope for international and national
attention and action.
However, incorporating a definition of “wildlife
crime” into a globally negotiated protocol raises
a number of issues and questions.

A standardized definition of wildlife crime
would be a key first step to harmonizing
Each State Party shall adopt such legislative and other
national legislation. After defining the relevant
measures as may be necessary to establish as criminal
offences the following conduct, when committed
criminal activities, each of the existing protocols
intentionally:
requires Parties to “adopt such legislative and
(a) Illicit manufacturing of firearms, their parts and
other measures as may be necessary” to
components and ammunition;
establish the defined activities as criminal
(b) Illicit trafficking in firearms, their parts and
offences, when committed intentionally. 83 This
components and ammunition; (art. 5)
is not limited to transnational crimes, or crimes
involving organized groups. For example, the
Firearms Protocol requires States to establish illicit manufacturing as a criminal offence, with no
requirement that such manufacturing be directly tied to international trade (art. 3(c); see Box 5).
While most States may already have laws criminalizing certain aspects of wildlife crime, a
standardised definition of wildlife crime could help close loopholes, expand coverage to all aspects of
wildlife crime including forest and marine crime, and bring all States up to the same standard. 84 For
example, while most States have laws regulating trade in endangered species, they may not have
laws similarly criminalizing trade in illegally sourced timber products or marine resources, or they
may have substantially different definitions of these crimes. One State may criminalize mere
possession of an illegally sourced wildlife product while another may criminalize only import or
export. One may criminalize all unregulated and unreported fishing, while another may criminalize
only fishing that violates the law of a recognized jurisdiction. A standardized definition of the
criminal offence could establish a common floor for criminalization of all defined aspects of wildlife
crime.
Following the pattern of the other protocols, a wildlife crime protocol would stipulate that offences
meeting the standardized definition of wildlife crime would be regarded as “offences established in
accordance with the Convention.”85 This would bring them within the overall scope of UNTOC -83
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even if they do not carry a maximum penalty of four years imprisonment or more -- and trigger
UNTOC provisions on enforcement and ancillary offences, as discussed below (see Sections 2.5, 3). In
particular, establishing the relationship between wildlife crime and ancillary offences would be a key
function of a wildlife crime protocol. The organizers and controllers of wildlife crime often are not
the direct perpetrators of primary offences, such as illegal fishing or smuggling of timber, but they
are typically involved in ancillary offences, such as money laundering, and inchoate offences, such as
inciting, aiding and abetting, facilitating and controlling primary offences.86 However, in order to
trigger criminal culpability for ancillary and inchoate offences, it is necessary to criminalize the
underlying offence. A protocol would help encourage and harmonize criminalization of wildlife
crime to enable prosecution of related ancillary and inchoate offences.
By defining the scope of activity considered criminal, a wildlife crime protocol could help target
national enforcement to organizers and controllers, as appropriate. Broad criminalization of illegal
hunting, fishing or logging could disproportionately affect individual local actors and communities
whose activities can best be addressed through other mechanisms. On the demand side, extending
criminalization beyond taking and trafficking of illegally sourced wildlife to include purchase and
subsequent transport and possession creates a danger of overcriminalization of activities of end
users, such as musicians whose instruments contain small amounts of ivory,87 or tourists who
transport over 125 grams of caviar.88 How to define criminal activity to target controllers and
organizers while not disproportionately impacting low level and inadvertent criminals is one of the
central technical issues in designing a definition of wildlife crime, as discussed below.
An internationally agreed definition of wildlife crime could help shape and focus international
attention and national action. Specifically, a protocol could define the scope of wildlife crime to
include certain activities involving marine living resources and timber, which are often not the focus
of international and national wildlife crime efforts. An agreed definition could support increased
enforcement efforts in marine and forest sectors as well as cross-sectoral enforcement support for
tackling all forms of wildlife crime.
Developing and implementing a standardized definition of wildlife crime raises significant legal and
technical issues. These include:
1) the relationship between a wildlife crime protocol and existing environmental standards;
2) the scope and nature of defined wildlife crime offences; and
3) the level of specificity or vagueness of definitions of wildlife crime offences.
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By defining specific wildlife related activities as criminal offences, a protocol would be setting an
environmental standard, with stronger direct enforcement implications than existing standards.
There is a question as to whether this is appropriate, or whether environmental standards should be
exclusively the domain of environmental agreements, such as CITES, which have specialized scientific
and environmental expertise and are recognized as forums for negotiation and discussion in their
subject areas. Even where gaps exist in international legal frameworks, as with regards to forestry, a
new environmental instrument or arrangement may be a more appropriate mechanism to fill gaps
than a criminal law instrument.
There are also practical obstacles to specific definition of criminal wildlife-related activities. Various
legal frameworks are involved in regulating substantive aspects of wildlife activity, including, inter
alia, fishery, forestry, wildlife and game, land use, protected areas, oceans and coastal, endangered
species and trade law. The obligation to establish a new offence or set of offences on wildlife crime
could require changes to all of these laws, which could create practical and political obstacles. In
addition, criminal law can carry more weight than environmental frameworks, which could create
reluctance to commit to high standards. Because of this reluctance, there is a possibility that new
negotiation of criminal standards could result in much lower standards than current international
conservation standards.
One way these potential problems could be avoided would be by incorporating existing and potential
environmental standards by reference, rather than defining new standards. For example, the 1993
FAO Compliance Agreement defines flag state responsibility in the context of “international
conservation and management measures” defined as conservation measures “adopted and applied
in accordance with the relevant rules of international law as reflected in the 1982 United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea.”89 This is followed by details on specific procedures and measures
for enforcement. This formulation provides a measure of flexibility, as the referenced standards may
continue to develop.
A UNTOC protocol could reference standards from existing international environmental agreements,
such as CITES, the International Tropical Timber Organization, the UN Fish Stocks Agreement, and
other global and regional agreements and processes. The role of the protocol itself would be to
create effective criminal legal frameworks to implement these standards, while maintaining the
flexibility to adapt to changing future conditions.90 However, reference to international
environmental standards alone may not be adequate for a comprehensive and effective approach to
addressing wildlife crime. Existing environmental standards relating to wildlife may be too general for
criminal enforcement purposes. In some cases, such as illegal forestry, globally negotiated standards
may not exist, and “soft” law standards may be deemed inappropriate for determining criminal
penalization.
An alternative approach might be to combine reference to existing international standards with
additional criteria for defining wildlife crime. This is the approach taken by the EU Wildlife Trade
Regulation, which includes annexes of protected species that contain both species listed in the CITES
Appendices and other endangered species that meet specified criteria. For example, the Regulation
89
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provides that Annex A shall contain, “(a) the species listed in Appendix I to the Convention for which
the Member States have not entered a reservation; [and] (b) any species ... which is, or may be, in
demand for utilization in the Community or for international trade and which is either threatened
with extinction or so rare that any level of trade would imperil the survival of the species.”91 This
definition in turn is incorporated by reference into the EC Environmental Crime Directive, which
requires States to establish as criminal offence, “the killing, destruction, possession or taking of
specimens of protected wild fauna or flora species”, and defines “protected wild fauna or flora” as
species listed in Annex A or B of the EU Wildlife Trade Regulation.92 This offence therefore includes
both CITES listed species and other species deemed to be at risk, even if they are not included in the
relevant CITES Appendix.
Following this approach, a UNTOC wildlife crime protocol could incorporate existing environmental
standards as well as additional standards to inform definitions of wildlife crime. This could provide
a mechanism to avoid conflicts in definitions between a UNTOC protocol and existing environmental
instruments. It could allow continued development of the environmental standard to inform the
criminal standard, while also allowing the criminal definition to elaborate on existing international
environmental standards where they currently are insufficient or do not exist. However, the
existence of the criminal framework could still dampen future negotiations of the environmental
standards, as countries may be less willing to commit to environmental standards that carry criminal
law implications.
Whether by reference to existing international standards or use of independent criteria, a protocol
on wildlife crime will need to define which wildlife related activities should be considered criminal
and what factors should be used determine criminality. Factors might include, inter alia,
1) environmental impact, such as the level of endangerment of the species involved,
vulnerability of the ecosystem or population, and amount of impact of the activity;
2) social or financial impact, including public revenue lost because of the criminal activity and
impacts on livelihoods and food security;
3) criminal intent or intent to profit;
4) breach of public trust, through corruption or involvement of political figures;
5) breach of phytosanitary or veterinary rules leading to threatened or actual harm to public
health, agricultural production, the natural environment, or a particular wildlife specimen; and
6) involvement of organized criminal groups.
These factors could be used to help shape definitions that promote better targeting of controllers
and organizers of wildlife crime and reduce inappropriate impacts on low level criminals, while
focusing national and international attention on those activities most worthy of significant
investment. For example, by establishing standards of criminal intent, a protocol could help reduce
or eliminate impact on inadvertent criminals, such as an uninformed tourist. Each of the offences
established by UNTOC and its existing three protocols stipulates that defined activities should be
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established as criminal offences only “when committed intentionally”.93 The EC Environmental
Crime Directive also requires criminalization of certain activities only “when unlawful and committed
intentionally or with at least serious negligence.”94 It may be useful to specify additional intent or
knowledge requirements, such as intent to profit or real or constructed knowledge of the illegal
source of wildlife or wildlife related products, in order to ensure appropriate targetting of the
criminal law. Moreover, it could require criminalization only when the activity involved more than a
negligible impact on wildlife, also along the lines of the EC Wildlife Crime Directive.95
A protocol could also help avoid inappropriate impacts on low level criminals by requiring
criminalization under the Convention only for wildlife crime involving transnational criminal
organizations. The existing protocols do not necessarily do this. For example, the Firearms Protocol
requires criminalization of illicit manufacturing and trafficking in firearms, regardless of the
transnational nature of the offence or the involvement of criminal organizations (see Box 5),
although involvement of organized criminal groups and transnational elements would be necessary
for the offences to come under UNTOC provisions on law enforcement cooperation and mutual legal
assistance. A protocol could specify that certain wildlife related activities should be criminalized only
when they involve an organized criminal group or a transnational element, or both.
A final issue is the level of specificity achievable in a definition of offences in a wildlife crime protocol.
Wildlife crime is a complex and multifaceted field including a large number of existing and possible
primary offences, some more controversial than others. For example, illegal logging could include
logging of protected species, logging in protected areas, excessive logging, logging without a permit
or with a fraudulent permit, obtaining logging permits illegally, non-payment of taxes or forest fees,
or logging in a way that damages forest ecosystems. Any or all of these could be criminalized to
varying extents.96 In addition, national legal systems can be very different in structure and criminal
procedure, including in allocation of criminal jurisdiction between state and federal level, division of
offences into criminal and administrative categories, and dominance of common law or civil code as
a source of criminal offences. These factors may make it more difficult to negotiate and widely
implement specific and detailed aspects of offences. However, a definition that is too vague may not
be as effective in addressing significant and environmentally harmful wildlife related activity.
One option may be to include a broader definition of the scope of wildlife crime in the text of the
Protocol itself, and include a specific schedule of offences in a separate annex, maintained by a
designated institution. This is the approach taken, for example, by the International Whaling
Convention, which empowers the International Whaling Commission to adopt “regulations with
respect to the conservation and utilization of whale resources”, which become an integral -- and
binding -- part of the Convention.97 UNTOC take a similar approach. It could either create a new
institution or designate an existing institution or set of institutions to maintain a list of criminal
offences relating to wildlife, which countries would be obligated or encouraged to implement.
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Establishing a schedule of criminal offences through a separately negotiated annex developed
and/or maintained by a designated institution could facilitate detailed definition of offences while
making it easier to negotiate the core wildlife crime definition in the body of the protocol.
The issues discussed above exemplify some of the technical and political challenges to development
of an internationally agreed definition of wildlife crime and its component offences. The 1998 Council
of Europe Convention on the Protection of the Environment through Criminal Law demonstrates
some of the possibilities for overcoming these challenges. Though the Convention never entered into
force, it could serve as an example of how and with what level of specificity such offences can be
formulated. One of the first steps in developing a UNTOC protocol should be a review of the
definitions contained in this Convention and other international binding and non-binding
instruments and national criminal laws to form a basis for a comprehensive and global definition of
wildlife crime.

2.3 Harmonized legislative and other measures
In addition to requiring criminalization of the offences as defined, each of the three existing
protocols lays out requirements for laws and other measures that Parties should take to address the
defined crime.98 These include border controls and licensing and record-keeping systems, as well as
indirect measures such as awareness raising and social and economic initiatives. A protocol on
wildlife crime could likewise include provisions on legislative and other measures for addressing
wildlife crime. These provisions could be specific or vague, mandatory or encouraged, and could
address a wide range of measures, both directly and indirectly related to criminal enforcement.
A protocol can provide guidance or encouragement or require specific measures, which can be
general or specific. For example, the Human Trafficking Protocol requires that States Parties
“strengthen, to the extent possible, such border controls as may be necessary to prevent and detect
trafficking in persons.”99 In contrast, the Firearms Protocol lays out detailed and explicit
requirements for record-keeping, marking, export and import licensing and other components of a
comprehensive global firearm tracking system.100
A wildlife crime protocol could require or encourage a wide range of measures directly related to
criminal law enforcement. This might include, inter alia:
1) global intelligence-sharing systems;
2) vessel tracking identifiers not tied to vessel name or flag;
3) standardized certification and documentation requirements for timber, fish and endangered
species product;
4) national institutional mechanisms such as wildlife crime units; and
5) measures to ensure sufficient training, capacity and authority of prosecutors, investigators,
border officials, and others involved in wildlife crime related enforcement.101
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In determining what measures to include, it will be important to consider existing and potentially
overlapping international obligations, including reporting obligations.
A protocol could also encourage measures to manage and direct prosecutorial discretion. UNTOC
article 11 requires Parties to “endeavour to ensure that any discretionary legal powers under its
domestic law relating to the prosecution of persons for offences covered by this Convention are
exercised to maximize the effectiveness of law enforcement measures.” This provision would apply
to offences established by a wildlife crime protocol. However a protocol could also go further in
requiring or encouraging parties to take steps to capacitate and sensitize prosecutors, or even
designate special prosecutors to ensure increased attention to wildlife crime.
In addition to enforcement related measures, a protocol can encourage or require social and
economic initiatives and programs, information campaigns and development measures. For example,
the Human Trafficking Protocol provides that “States Parties shall endeavour to undertake measures
such as research, information and mass media campaigns and social and economic initiatives to
prevent and combat trafficking in persons.”102 It also stipulates that States should take steps to
provide support and services to victims of human trafficking.103 A wildlife crime protocol could
include social or economic programs that address wildlife crime and associated problems. For
example, a protocol could encourage or require Parties to provide additional protection and support
for rangers and others involved in enforcement of wildlife law.
There are a variety of approaches to addressing wildlife crime that go beyond criminal justice. The
UNODC Wildlife and Forest Crime Analytic Toolkit identifies poverty, food insecurity, unequal land
distribution and other social and economic factors, as well as demand for wildlife products, as drivers
of wildlife crime.104 Addressing these drivers can contribute to preventing and mitigating wildlife
crime. Tools for addressing drivers of wildlife crime could include, inter alia:
1) education and awareness raising to reduce demand and promote sustainable wildlife
management;
2) capacity building and job creation to alleviate poverty and promote alternative livelihoods;
and
3) reform to land tenure and wildlife resource management systems, including promotion of
community based natural resource management.105
Use of these approaches can be most appropriate in cases where the illegal activity is largely the
result of social or economic factors that force local individuals or communities to violate law for the
purpose of subsistence. In these situations, rationalizing land and resource rights and promoting
alternative livelihoods can be more effective means to mitigate environmental harm than
criminalization. A UNTOC protocol on wildlife crime could include some or all of these policy
mechanisms. However, this would require careful assessment of whether such measures are best
addressed through a protocol to the UNTOC or through other instruments or processes in the
environmental and sustainable development regime complex, or both.
102
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Designing provisions on legislative and other measures States should use in addressing wildlife
crime will require careful analysis of the effectiveness of existing systems for regulating wildlife
crime and other forms of transnational crime, to determine what is most effective and most suited
to the problems of wildlife crime. It could draw on, inter alia, practices in combating international
trade in drugs and firearms,106 timber certification schemes,107 vessel tracking systems used for
fishing and merchant vessels,108 catch and trade documentation systems for marine resources,109
and other existing practices such as civil society demand reduction initiatives and land tenure reform
projects. This should be a participative process, involving specialists in law, policy, enforcement and
wildlife.

2.4 Harmonized and appropriate penalties
Article 11 of the UNTOC requires Parties to make offences established under articles of the
Convention liable to “sanctions that take into account the gravity of that offence.” These provisions
could apply mutatis mutandis to offences established by a wildlife crime protocol. A protocol could
go beyond these provisions to establish specific sentencing standards for wildlife crime. However,
given the existing disparities in penalties between countries and the many aspects of wildlife crime,
developing such sentencing standards could be difficult. Incorporation of sentencing standards into a
protocol requires consideration of what form such standards should take as well as what factors
should be considered in determining the seriousness of offences.
Globally harmonized sentencing standards could greatly contribute to addressing wildlife crime.
Sentencing guidelines could contribute to minimizing forum shopping and eliminating havens
where criminals can evade serious punishment. They could help ensure that criminal laws
appropriately target and penalize large organized operators with high environmental impact rather
than small scale local individuals or communities, by incorporating aggravating factors that
characterize more professional and organized commercial operations, or by stipulating higher
penalties for ancillary and inchoate offences typical of organizers and controllers of illegal wildlife
operations (see Section 2.5). Finally, sentencing guidelines could establish a recommended penalty
of 4 years or more for crimes that should appropriately be established as “serious” under the
Convention. This could provide means to trigger provisions on ancillary offences and enforcement
cooperation as an alternative to bringing all wildlife crime, including wildlife crime that does not
carry a penalty of 4 years or more, within the scope of these provisions (see Sections 2.5, 3).
To take into account the many forms and aspects of wildlife crime, sentencing guidelines may need
to be either very detailed or very vague. Vague guidelines may not be sufficiently useful, but very
detailed sentencing guidelines could be difficult to negotiate and update in response to changing
information and circumstances. One option would be to include sentencing guidelines as an annex
maintained and updated by a designated institution or set of institutions. This would be similar to the
potential annex containing a schedule of offences, discussed above (see Section 2.2). As in that case,
the protocol could create a new institution or designate existing institutions that have appropriate
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environmental and criminological expertise. Even if established through an annex, negotiating global
agreement on sentencing guidelines could be difficult, given the wide variety of national legal
systems and values, and different environmental and economic situations. If criminal sentencing
standards were incorporated into a protocol or annex, it would be most feasible to include them not
as requirements, but as guidelines.
The content of sentencing guidelines will need to be informed by a number of factors. These will
include all of the factors discussed above in relation to criminalization of specific activities (see
Section 2.2), as well as aggravating factors that could help target more large scale and organized
activities. Such aggravating factors could include, inter alia:110
1) multiple repetitions of the offence;111
2) involvement of large quantities of wildlife products;112
3) significant profit;
4) evidence of detailed planning; and
5) use of certain equipment to which only more professional poachers, fishers, etc. would have
access.
Aggravating factors could draw on or refer to standards set by relevant international organizations.
For example, CITES defines a “large scale seizure” of elephant ivory as one of more than 500 kg.113
Such a quantity strongly indicates involvement of an organized criminal group.114 A sentencing
guideline related to ivory smuggling could specifically refer to this standard in its list of aggravating
factors, or stipulate that what constitutes a “large quantity” is to be determined with reference to
the relevant international standards.
Both incarceration and financial penalties should be considered in developing a set of sentencing
guidelines. Financial penalties can be more effective in penalizing corporate entities, to the point of
dismantling criminal structures by confiscating financial resources. Financial penalties can also serve
the purposes of compensation and restitution. Recently, the directors of an international operation
involved in illegally smuggling rock lobster from South Africa to the United States were ordered to
pay restitution to South Africa of almost 30,000,000 USD, the calculated value of the rock lobster
illegally removed from the country.115 Such payments could be used for environmental restoration
as well as improved wildlife protection, or other pressing environmental or social needs.
A set of sentencing guidelines, like a schedule of offences, would need to be informed by a
comprehensive review of existing national law and international standards. This would help
determine the existing range of penalties, potential factors to inform penalization, and discrepancies
110
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that need to be addressed. Additional data on sentencing and subsequent crime in practice could
show the effectiveness of penalties at different levels. Given the complicated technical aspects of
developing such a set of guidelines, this may require a multiyear process following negotiation of a
wildlife crime protocol.

2.5 Harmonized treatment of ancillary offences
As well as defining wildlife crime as a primary offence, a protocol to UNTOC could help standardize
treatment of wildlife crime in relation to other offences such as money laundering, obstruction of
justice and participation in an organized criminal group. In many cases of wildlife crime, the
perpetrators of the primary offence -- killing an endangered species or operating a fishing vessel
illegally -- are not the organizers or coordinators of the crime. They may be local poachers acting out
of desperation, impoverished laborers working for a logging company or poorly paid crew of a
commercial fishing vessel. Even the traffickers, boat captains, and logging operation managers may
still be relatively low in the criminal network. The leaders and controllers of large scale wildlife crime
operations are often not themselves guilty of any primary offence. However, they are typically
directly involved in ancillary offences such as money laundering, corruption and participation in an
organized criminal group as well as inchoate offences such as inciting, facilitating, organizing and
aiding and abetting. These offences are key to effectively and appropriately addressing wildlife crime.
A wildlife crime protocol could address the relationship between wildlife crime and ancillary offences
by bringing wildlife crime within the scope of existing provisions in the Convention, and setting out
new provisions specifically addressing ancillary offences.
UNTOC requires Parties to criminalize four offences:
1) participation in an organized criminal group;
2) money laundering;
3) corruption; and
4) obstruction of justice.
Each of these offences is commonly associated with wildlife crime (see Section 1.2).
Under UNTOC art. 5, Parties must criminalize participation in an organized criminal group (see Box 6).
This includes organizing, directing, aiding, abetting, facilitating or counselling the commission of a
serious crime involving an organized criminal group (art. 5.1(b)). Parties must also criminalize one or
both of the following: 1) agreeing with one or more persons to commit a serious crime (art. 5.1(a)(i)),
or 2) taking an active part in criminal or other activities of an organized criminal group with
knowledge of its aim and general criminal activity (art. 5.1(a)(ii)).
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Both the 5.1(b) and the 5.1(a)(i) offences
require the predicate offence to be a
serious crime, or a crime with a maximum
1. Each State Party shall adopt such legislative and other
penalty of 4 years or more. Many wildlife
measures as may be necessary to establish as criminal
crimes may not meet this definition,
offences, when committed intentionally:
though a set of sentencing guidelines may
(a) Either or both of the following …:
help remedy this where appropriate (see
(i) Agreeing with one or more other persons to commit a
Section 2.4). However, art. 5.1(a)(ii) does
serious crime for a purpose relating directly or indirectly to the
not specify involvement of “serious
obtaining of a financial or other material benefit …;
crimes”, only activities of an “organized
(ii) Conduct by a person who, with knowledge of either the
criminal group.” As defined in art. 2(b), an
aim and general criminal activity of an organized criminal
“organized criminal group” covers a group
group or its intention to commit the crimes in question, takes
acting with the aim of committing
an active part in:
“offences established in accordance with
a. Criminal activities of the organized criminal group;
this Convention” (see Box 4). A Protocol
b. Other activities of the organized criminal group in
the knowledge that his or her participation will
would establish wildlife crime as an
contribute to the achievement of the above-described
“offence established in accordance with
criminal aim;
this Convention” regardless of maximum
(b) Organizing, directing, aiding, abetting, facilitating or
penalty. Parties that chose to criminalize
counselling the commission of serious crime involving an
taking an active part in activities of an
organized criminal group.
organized criminal group as described in
5.1(a)(ii) would therefore criminalize
participation in a group that engages in wildlife crime, even where that crime does not carry a
maximum penalty of four years or more.
Box 6: UNTOC Article 5. Criminalization of participation
in an organized criminal group

There is some danger that this offence might be subject to an overbroad interpretation, whereby a
small community engaged in technically illegal forest resource use or a loose group of local fishers or
hunters could be prosecuted for participation in an organized criminal group, particularly if it is
extended to apply to participation in an organized group involved in crimes that do not meet the
maximum penalty requirement. A protocol could help clarify this definition to try to ensure
appropriate targeting of prosecution of this offence. As mentioned above (see Section 2.2), offences
established by a protocol are not necessarily limited to transnational offences. However, to
appropriately target the most harmful forms of wildlife crime, in the context of wildlife crime it may
be desirable to limit the offence of participation in an organized criminal group to apply only to
organizations or crimes with a transnational element.
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Box 7: UNTOC Article 6. Criminalization of the laundering of proceeds of crime
1. Each State Party shall adopt, in accordance with fundamental principles of its domestic law, such legislative and
other measures as may be necessary to establish as criminal offences, when committed intentionally:
(a) (i) The conversion or transfer of property, knowing that such property is the proceeds of crime, for the purpose
of concealing or disguising the illicit origin of the property or of helping any person who is involved in the
commission of the predicate offence to evade the legal consequences of his or her action; (art. 6.1(a)(i))
(ii) The concealment or disguise of the true nature, source, location, disposition, movement or ownership of or
rights with respect to property, knowing that such property is the proceeds of crime; (art. 6.1(a)(ii))
(b) … (i) The acquisition, possession or use of property, knowing, at the time of receipt, that such property is the
1
proceeds of crime; (art. 6.1(b)(i))
(ii) Participation in, association with or conspiracy to commit, attempts to commit and aiding, abetting,
facilitating and counselling the commission of any of the offences established in accordance with this article. (art.
1
6.1(b)(ii))
2. … (a) Each State Party shall seek to apply paragraph 1 of this article to the widest range of predicate offences (art.
6.2(a))….
(c) [P]redicate offences shall include offences committed both within and outside the jurisdiction of the State Party in
question. However, offences committed outside the jurisdiction of a State Party shall constitute predicate offences
only when the relevant conduct is a criminal offence under the domestic law of the State where it is committed and
would be a criminal offence under the domestic law of the State Party implementing or applying this article had it
been committed there (art. 6.2(c)).

The UNTOC definition of “money laundering” covers laundering of the proceeds of all forms of crime,
whether serious or not (see Box 7). It stipulates that Parties should seek to apply this definition to
“the widest range of predicate offences”, including offences committed outside the Party in which
the laundering occurs (art. 6.2(a)). However in these extra-territorial cases -- which are typical of
international wildlife crime -- the predicate offence must be a criminal offence under the domestic
laws of both the State where it was committed and the prosecuting State, if it had occurred in that
state (art. 6.2(c)).
Current discrepancies in criminalization of various types of wildlife crime -- including illegal logging
and fishing -- could undermine this article. For example, if harvesting timber without a license is a
crime in State A but only an administrative offence in State B, then a company could illegally harvest
timber in either country and launder the proceeds in the other, and not risk prosecution for money
laundering in either country. If the company illegally harvested timber in State A and laundered the
proceeds in State B, State B could not prosecute, because the predicate offence would not be a
criminal offence under the law of the prosecuting State; in the reverse case, State A could not
prosecute because the offence would not be a criminal offence under the law of the State where it
was committed. A protocol could facilitate prosecution for international money laundering by
improving harmonization of national definitions of wildlife crimes, or by stipulating that activity
defined by the protocol as wildlife crime should constitute a predicate offence to money
laundering in all circumstances.
Corruption is frequently associated with wildlife crime (see Boxes 1-3). UNTOC article 8 defines and
requires criminalization of corruption. This definition should already apply to corruption in cases
related to wildlife, as it covers any case where a public official is offered, solicits or accepts an undue
advantage in exchange for acting or not acting in exercise of his or her official duties, regardless of
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Box 9: UNTOC Article 8. Criminalization of
corruption
1. Each State Party shall adopt such legislative and other
measures as may be necessary to establish as criminal
offences, when committed intentionally:
(a) The promise, offering or giving to a public official,
directly or indirectly, of an undue advantage, for the
official himself or herself or another person or entity, in
order that the official act or refrain from acting in the
exercise of his or her official duties;

the reason for the transaction. A protocol could
add little to this legal definition. However, as
discussed in Section 5, a protocol could improve
implementation of anti-corruption measures in
relation to wildlife crime by focusing attention
of governments and the international
community.

Finally, a protocol would bring wildlife crime
within the scope of UNTOC's provisions on
obstruction of justice. UNTOC requires States
(b) The solicitation or acceptance by a public official,
parties to criminalize of use of physical force,
directly or indirectly, of an undue advantage, for the
threats, or other activities intended to interfere
official himself or herself or another person or entity, in
with a criminal proceeding or a criminal
order that the official act or refrain from acting in the
exercise of his or her official duties….
investigation (art. 23, see Box 8). These
provisions apply to investigations and
3. … [P]articipation as an accomplice in an offence
established in accordance with this article.
proceedings relating to “offences covered by
this Convention”, which includes offences which
are transnational in nature, involve an organized
criminal group and carry a maximum penalty of 4 years or more, as well as the other three ancillary
offences (money laundering, corruption and participation in an organized criminal group) and the
offences established by the existing protocols. A protocol could bring wildlife crime into the
category of “offences covered by this Convention” and thereby trigger its provisions on obstruction
of justice, even for offences that do not constitute serious, organised and transnational crime.
A multitude of additional ancillary offences
are often associated with wildlife crime, but
not specifically addressed by UNTOC. These
include, inter alia, tax evasion, forgery, fraud
and smuggling. A wildlife protocol could
formally recognize the relationship between
these offences and wildlife crime, or require
States to strengthen or better implement
legislation on these crimes that would apply
in the context of wildlife crime. It could
require criminalization of specific ancillary
offences such as falsification of import or
export permits.116 Even where the defined
ancillary offences are already criminalized
under the laws of State Parties, a wildlife
crime protocol could help focus international
attention and direct support to improve use

Box 8: UNTOC Article 23. Criminalization of
obstruction of justice
1. Each State Party shall adopt such legislative and other
measures as may be necessary to establish as criminal
offences, when committed intentionally:
(a) The use of physical force, threats or intimidation or
the promise, offering or giving of an undue advantage
to induce false testimony or to interfere in the giving of
testimony or the production of evidence in a
proceeding in relation to the commission of offences
covered by this Convention;
(b) The use of physical force, threats or intimidation to
interfere with the exercise of official duties by a justice
or law enforcement official in relation to the
commission of offences covered by this Convention.
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of these ancillary offences in addressing wildlife crime.
Ancillary offences provide an important means for targeting and prosecuting environmental crime
controllers and organizers, who may not be involved in the primary offence. In addition, ancillary
offences may carry a stronger penalty than primary offences, or may be more familiar to prosecutors
and judicial systems. A protocol could strengthen the use of ancillary offences to prosecute wildlife
crimes by raising awareness of the linkages between wildlife crime and ancillary offences and
promoting focus on these linkages in capacity building projects and specific enforcement
operations.

3 Cooperation and Assistance in Enforcement
Law enforcement faces a number of challenges in addressing wildlife crime, particularly on an
international scale. Wildlife crime is extensive and sophisticated, and specialized agencies charged
with addressing it often do not have the necessary capacity. Advances in wildlife law are failing to
adequately engage with the law enforcement community, among whom wildlife crime is not a
priority. Law enforcement agencies face coordination problems both internationally and
domestically. A multitude of agencies are involved in wildlife crime, including those specializing in
forestry, fisheries, endangered species, customs, police, homeland security, and other fields.
International enforcement cooperation is slowed by the necessity to use often unwieldy and ad hoc
diplomatic channels unsuited to the needs of law enforcement. A protocol could bring additional
forms of wildlife crime under UNTOC's existing provisions on mutual legal assistance, cooperation
in law enforcement, extradition, confiscation and seizure and technical assistance. It could also
provide specific additional mechanisms for facilitating international cooperation, and provide for
technical assistance to build enforcement capacity.

3.1 The situation
International wildlife crime is extensive, sophisticated and organized.117 Addressing it requires
significant investment of resources and mobilization on a global scale.118 However, law enforcement
charged with addressing wildlife crime is characterized by fragmentation, lack of capacity, insufficient
international cooperation and intelligence sharing, and lack of political will at every level.119
Agencies responsible for aspects of wildlife crime enforcement include police, prosecutors, homeland
security, customs units, and forest, fisheries and endangered species agencies. Coordination between
multiple agencies is typically required.120 A customs agency may be charged with detecting import of
illicit wildlife products, but may lack the authority to confiscate evidence or detain suspects beyond a
certain amount of time, requiring intervention of police authorities. In other cases, a customs or port
unit may lack the technical expertise or mandate to distinguish specimens of particular species;
expertise that may be found in a specialized environmental agency. Jurisdictional boundaries may
create additional issues, as local and national or federal enforcement authorities may have different
117
118
119
120
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areas of authority depending on location or subject matter. The private sector can also play a role in
wildlife crime enforcement in the form of private security companies as well as civil society watchdog
organizations.121
There is clearly a need for strong inter-agency collaboration, but in practice this can be difficult to
achieve. Some countries have set up specialized environmental crime units to bring together the
necessary inter-agency capacity. These include the UK National Wildlife Crime Unit, the New Zealand
Wildlife Enforcement Group, and India's Wildlife Crime Bureau. INTERPOL's National Environmental
Task Forces initiative has developed guidance on establishment of such multi-agency cooperative
groups.122 However, specialized inter-agency cooperation programs are not always well
implemented or effective. Many national environmental crime inter-agency units are untested, or
not active in practice. Those that are active typically have limited access to resources, and may leave
out important agencies or involve so many agencies as to make it difficult to act swiftly and
effectively.123
International law enforcement cooperation is also necessary to address international movement of
illicit wildlife products, often perpetrated by international networks. International law enforcement
cooperation includes intelligence sharing, mutual assistance in collecting evidence, cooperation in
arrests, extradition and seizure of stolen assets, and sharing organizational resources. For example,
to track a shipment of illegally sourced timber, an importing country's enforcement agencies need to
know about the exporting country's exports, and also specific individuals, organizations and vessels
suspected of participating in this sort of trade.124 Such international enforcement cooperation is
traditionally done through ad hoc diplomatic channels, or through individually negotiated
agreements on mutual legal assistance, but these mechanisms can be too slow or unwieldy to
usefully address wildlife crime as it is happening.125 Regional Wildlife Enforcement Networks could
provide more efficient mechanisms to coordinate regional responses.126 However, these networks
are often not effective or active and require a significant investment of resources.127 Other relevant
regional organizations, such as regional fisheries management organizations, lack enforcement
capacity and often fail to engage with customs and police.128
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National agencies charged with addressing
wildlife crime often lack sufficient resources and
capacity, as well as the will and awareness to
prioritize wildlife crime. Customs officers,
Article 18. Mutual legal assistance
rangers and police may lack the technical
1. States Parties shall afford one another the widest
capacity to identify endangered species, such as
measure of mutual legal assistance in investigations,
prosecutions and judicial proceedings in relation to the
DNA profiling, or to collect and interpret the
offences covered by this Convention as provided for in
necessary evidence to lead to arrest and
article 3…
conviction.129 They may not be familiar with
Article 27. Law enforcement cooperation
relevant environmental laws and standards.130
Enforcement in the marine sector raises
1. States Parties shall cooperate closely with one
another, consistent with their respective domestic legal
particular capacity issues, because of the
and administrative systems, to enhance the
difficulty of effectively patrolling large marine
effectiveness of law enforcement action to combat the
areas and the need for often expensive vessels
offences covered by this Convention ...
and equipment.131 Wildlife crime is often not a
priority for law enforcement or for prosecutors
and judges. Prosecutors may lack necessary experience in this area, particularly in using ancillary
legislation to try wildlife crimes.132 This may add to their reluctance to pursue wildlife crime related
cases, particularly given typically limited prosecutorial resources.
Box 10: UNTOC Provisions on mutual legal
assistance and law enforcement

3.2 Law enforcement cooperation
UNTOC has several provisions to enhance international cooperation and assistance in enforcement.
These include provisions on:
1) mutual legal assistance;
2) cooperation in law enforcement;
3) extradition; and
4) confiscation and seizure.
Each of these provisions currently applies to crimes that are transnational, organized and carry a
maximum penalty of four years or more, as well as the four offences established by the convention
(money laundering, corruption, participation in an organized criminal group, and obstruction of
justice) and the offences established by the existing protocols (see Table 2). A protocol could bring
wildlife crime that does not carry a four year maximum penalty within the scope of these provisions.
It could also strengthen and clarify the relationship between these provisions and wildlife crime, and
establish additional requirements to facilitate law enforcement cooperation with respect to wildlife
crime.
UNTOC provides that States Parties shall “afford one another the widest measure of mutual legal
assistance” and “cooperate closely with one another” to improve law enforcement effectiveness in
relation to “offences covered by this Convention” (arts. 18, 27, see Box 10). UNTOC lists examples of
129
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Box 11: UNTOC Article 16. Extradition
1. This article shall apply to the offences covered by this Convention or in cases where an [offence established by the
Convention or a serious crime] involves an organized criminal group and the person who is the subject of the request
for extradition is located in the territory of the requested State Party, provided that the offence for which extradition
is sought is punishable under the domestic law of both the requesting State Party and the requested State Party….
3. Each of the offences to which this article applies shall be deemed to be included as an extraditable offence in any
extradition treaty existing between States Parties. States Parties undertake to include such offences as extraditable
offences in every extradition treaty to be concluded between them.
4. If a State Party that makes extradition conditional on the existence of a treaty receives a request for extradition from
another State Party with which it has no extradition treaty, it may consider this Convention the legal basis for
extradition in respect of any offence to which this article applies….
6. States Parties that do not make extradition conditional on the existence of a treaty shall recognize offences to which
this article applies as extraditable offences between themselves.

mutual legal assistance, including taking and sharing evidence and information, sharing relevant
documents and records, and tracing proceeds or instrumentalities of crime (art. 18.3). The same
article provides that the competent authorities of a State Party may transmit information on criminal
matters directly to an authority in another State Party without prior request, provided that this is in
accordance with domestic law (art. 18.4). It provides further detailed procedures for mutual legal
assistance, in the absence of an applicable treaty of mutual legal assistance (art. 18.7-18.29). Article
27 goes even further and requires Parties to adopt effective measures to establish or strengthen
channels of communication and coordination between competent authorities or agencies, and to
exchange specific information on criminal groups, and proceeds and instrumentalities of crime (art.
27.1). These provisions can, in effect, serve as a universal agreement on mutual legal assistance and
information exchange among all Parties, which could to some extent smooth the process of
cooperation. A protocol on wildlife crime could trigger these provisions for all defined forms of
wildlife crime and provide additional details on types of information and evidence to be shared in
cases of wildlife crime.
UNTOC also includes specific provisions on extradition. Article 16 requires States to recognize as
extraditable offences all offences covered by the Convention, as well as offences established by the
Convention that involve an organized criminal group but are not transnational in nature, as long as
the offence is punishable under the law of both the requesting State and the requested State (art.
16.1). Where States only extradite on the basis of a treaty, the Convention itself will act as
extradition treaty with respect to the covered offences (art. 16.4).
Extradition can play an important role in addressing wildlife crime, particularly in prosecuting
organizers and controllers who may not themselves carry out smuggling activities that take them
across borders. In 2014, Kenya arrested and extradited to China a Chinese man suspected of
organizing a large scale international ivory smuggling operation. Chinese authorities tracked the
suspected organizer to Kenya through a member of his smuggling ring, who was detained trying to
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smuggle 1,200 ivory beads into China in 2013.133
The suspected organizer himself may never have
travelled to China, and in the absence of
extradition, would have evaded Chinese
enforcement. In this case, extradition was
possible because of the relationship between
the countries and the facts of the case; in other
situations extradition may be impeded by lack of
an applicable extradition arrangement or
inconsistencies in the laws of the countries
involved.

Box 12: UNTOC provisions on confiscation and
seizure
Article 12. Confiscation and seizure
1. State Parties shall adopt, to the greatest extent
possible within their domestic legal systems, such
measures as may be necessary to enable confiscation of:
(a) Proceeds of crime derived from offences covered by
this convention or property the value of which
corresponds to that of such proceeds;
(b) Property, equipment or other instrumentalities used
in or destined for use in offences covered by this
Convention.

In addition to bringing all defined forms of
wildlife crime within the scope of this
Article 13. International cooperation for purposes
provision, a wildlife crime protocol could
of confiscation
include additional provisions to require,
2. Following a request made by another State Party
facilitate or encourage extradition in particular
having jurisdiction over an offence covered by this
cases relating to wildlife crime. As discussed
Convention, the requested State Party shall take
below, a protocol could particularly strengthen
measures to identify, trace and freeze or seize proceeds
of crime, property, equipment or other instrumentalities
the obligation to extradite where a State itself is
… for the purpose of eventual confiscation to be ordered
unwilling or unable to prosecute (see Section
either by the requesting State Party or … by the
4.3). A wildlife crime protocol could also
requested State Party.
facilitate extradition in purely domestic cases
involving organized criminal groups by
harmonizing definitions of wildlife offences, thereby ensuring that they are punishable under the
domestic law of both the requesting State and the requested State, even where the crime itself is not
transnational.
With regards to confiscation and seizure, UNTOC provides that Parties adopt “such measures as may
be necessary” to enable confiscation (art. 12.1). At the request of a Party with jurisdiction over an
offence, Parties must take measures to “identify, trace and freeze or seize” proceeds, property
equipment or instrumentalities related to offences covered by the Convention (art. 13.2). These
provisions could help facilitate cooperation between Parties with respect to enforcement of wildlife
crime, particularly in the absence of other operative agreements. A protocol could trigger these
provisions for all defined forms of wildlife crime, and elaborate on wildlife specific issues. It could
address treatment of live animals, including by reference to the CITES provisions on confiscation,134
but not limited to species listed in the CITES Appendices. It could also include specific guidance or
requirements on asset recovery, particularly in the case of high value wildlife products which
contribute to the profitability of wildlife crime.135
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As discussed above, a protocol could stipulate that UNTOC provisions on mutual legal assistance, law
enforcement cooperation, extradition and confiscation and seizure apply to defined forms of wildlife
crime that do not carry an imprisonment penalty of 4 years or more. This could provide a mechanism
for assistance in enforcement of environmentally significant wildlife crimes that do not currently
carry a high prison sentence, such as the hypothetical case of ivory smuggling from Cameroon to Italy
described above (Section 1.4). An analysis of existing enforcement challenges and national law in
the context of wildlife crime should inform the determination of whether extension of UNTOC
provisions on law enforcement cooperation to wildlife crimes carrying low imprisonment penalties
would be useful or wise. Such analysis would also help identify additional measures for enforcement
cooperation that a protocol might include.

3.3 International enforcement mechanisms
In addition to the law enforcement cooperation provisions described above, a protocol could
establish specific international enforcement mechanisms to facilitate and coordinate enforcement of
wildlife crime law. Such enforcement mechanisms could take many forms. They could involve
existing institutions, or create new institutions. In all cases, they should draw on and support existing
networks and channels of communication.
A protocol could include mechanisms for sharing information on specific crimes, illicit products,
vessels, individuals and organized groups to facilitate enforcement and prosecution, which could
operate through national focal points or designated agencies for communication. It could include
mechanisms for coordinating financial institutions to monitor money laundering and facilitate asset
confiscation and recovery. It could include mechanisms for collecting data and statistics on
enforcement rates, to inform the focus of future efforts. It could incorporate means to take into
account third party evidence in identifying, investigating and prosecuting those involved in wildlife
crime.
Certain channels of communication already exist for sharing information about environmental
processes and impacts, and practices and lessons for environmental management and enforcement
of wildlife crime laws, most notably through CITES. However, these channels may not be appropriate
for quickly and confidentially sharing specific nominal intelligence about movements of individuals
and illicit products.136 INTERPOL's Working Groups on Wildlife and Fisheries Crime support creation
of channels of communication between member countries, and could provide a home for an
expanded database of information on environmental crime, possibly in conjunction with ICCWC.137
Other existing international institutions and networks could be considered.
Designing specific international enforcement mechanisms will require a great deal of thought and
research, and may ultimately be politically challenging. If specific enforcement mechanisms are
included in a protocol, they should be grounded on a thorough analysis and understanding of the
effectiveness of different enforcement approaches, and particularly the experience of INTERPOL
and UNODC in implementing international enforcement mechanisms in different sectors.
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Box 13: UNTOC provisions on technical assistance
Article 30. Other measures: implementation of the
Convention through economic development and
technical assistance
2. States Parties shall make concrete efforts to the
extent possible and in coordinatin with each other, as
well as with international and regional organizations:
(a) To enhance their cooperation ... with developing
countries, with a view to strengthening the capacity of
the latter to prevent and combat transnational organized
crime;
(b) To enhance financial and material assistance to
support the efforts of developing countries to fight
transnational organized crime effectively and to help
them implement this Convention successfully.

3.4 Technical assistance to build
enforcement capacity
One of the most difficult problems associated
with international wildlife crime is the lack of
capacity among enforcement officials to deal
with often extremely technical problems.
UNTOC provides for technical assistance to build
enforcement capacity with respect to the
offences covered by the Convention. In addition,
a protocol on wildlife crime could establish
specific provisions on training and technical
support.

Article 30 of UNTOC requires States to support
strengthening the capacity of developing
countries including through financial and
material assistance. (art. 30(2); see Box 13). A
wildlife crime protocol could go beyond this to specify additional requirements. The Migrant
Smuggling Protocol provides that States should provide specialized training to their officials in
preventing the conduct defined in the Convention (art. 14). They should do so in cooperation with
other States and with “competent international organizations, non-governmental organizations,
other relevant organizations and other elements of civil society as appropriate” (art. 14.2). The same
article lays out general guidelines on the content of such training, and encourages States with
relevant expertise to provide technical assistance and equipment to other States (art. 14.2-3).
Given the relative lack of resources and capacity of many origin and transit states for illicit wildlife
products, technical assistance and capacity building provisions could form an important part of a
wildlife crime protocol. As in the Migrant Smuggling protocol, they could include guidance on the
content of such training, which could include awareness raising on the relative significance and
importance of wildlife crime. They could also provide a role for international organizations and civil
society in supporting such training. Finally, they should provide a mechanism for mobilizing financial
flows to support capacity building and technical assistance for developing countries to aid in
implementation of the Convention.

4 Expansion of Jurisdiction
Cooperation in enforcement and harmonization of national laws do not solve all problems of wildlife
crime enforcement. Corruption or lack of capacity may impede prosecution in a country where
wildlife crime occurs, or operators may be able to escape enforcement by moving themselves or illicit
products out of effective reach of national law enforcement forces. In these cases, extraterritorial
mechanisms can allow enforcement of wildlife-related laws and standards by countries other than
the country in which the primary offence occurs. Such measures involve establishment of jurisdiction
beyond national borders, which raises questions of sovereignty. UNTOC requires States to establish
jurisdiction in certain circumstances and allows States to establish extra-territorial jurisdiction in
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others. A protocol could conceivably provide additional bases for jurisdiction in cases involving
wildlife crime, though this could be difficult. It could also encourage or require countries to assert
jurisdiction to a greater extent within existing accepted boundaries, using mechanisms such as
import controls, port state measures, and measures to regulate actions committed by flag states
and nationals.

4.1 The situation
Many countries in which wildlife crime takes place are unable or unwilling to prosecute. In some
cases this is a problem of capacity, which technical assistance and capacity building, discussed above,
could help solve. In others, it is a more intractable problem of lack of political will and sufficient
governance. Enforcement assistance will not necessarily help in cases where corrupt officials are
impeding investigations or selling permits and land rights to, at least superficially, legalize some parts
of otherwise illegal operations. In the latter case, these inappropriately obtained permits may
ultimately be considered invalid, but only if a strong and unbiased court system is able to make that
determination. In cases of endemic corruption, criminalization of corruption, as required by UNTOC,
can be part of a long term solution (see Box 9 and Section 2.5). In the immediate term, these
provisions may not help if they depend on implementation by a national court, which itself may
suffer from corruption.
Even in the best jurisdictions, not all illegal wildlife activity will be detected before the point of
export. Once beyond the range of the source country’s enforcement, the operator may effectively be
free to trade illegally sourced wildlife products with impunity. For example, in 2002-2003, China’s
records show import of almost ten times the volume of timber products from Tanzania than appear
on Tanzania’s own export records. Apparently over 40,000 cubic meters of logs illicitly exported from
Tanzania were legally imported into China, representing lost revenue to Tanzania of over 58 million
USD.138 Similarly in 2013, 235,500 cubic meters of logs legally imported into China from
Mozambique were unlicensed on export.139
In other cases, wildlife crime may take place in areas beyond national jurisdiction, such as illegal
fishing on the high seas. Regional fisheries management organizations can provide some standards
for regulation in these cases, but lack direct enforcement power.140 Moreover, their coverage of the
high seas is not comprehensive. This means that sole reliance on enforcement at the point of capture
is ineffective and inappropriate.
Expanding jurisdiction of capable countries can contribute to addressing each of the problems
discussed above. Where countries are unable to effectively exercise jurisdiction to control wildlife
crime within their borders, extra-territorial jurisdiction can allow more capable countries to directly
take on some of the enforcement burden. This can create space for improvement of national
governance quality and enforcement capacity in the long term, while providing a degree of
international oversight to drive and facilitate such improvement. In all cases, extraterritorial
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jurisdiction can create an additional point of enforcement, improving the likelihood of detection and
prosecution of illegal activity. Where wildlife crime occurs in areas beyond national jurisdiction,
extra-territorial jurisdiction can be the only way to enable enforcement, in the absence of competent
international bodies.141
Extra-territorial jurisdiction refers to a State's ability to make and enforce laws that apply outside
their borders. Under international law, a State can typically only exercise jurisdiction when it can
establish some link to the crime, or jurisdictional hook. A jurisdictional hook exists where:
1) some part of the crime was committed within the territory of the State;
2) the crime was committed by nationals of the State or by vessels flying its flag;
3) the crime was committed against nationals of the State; or
4) the crime impacted or threatened the State's territory, population or interests.
The exception to the requirement for a jurisdictional hook is universal jurisdiction, reserved for
international crimes that shock the global conscience. The only traditionally and widely accepted
international crime subject to universal jurisdiction is piracy; genocide, war crimes and torture have
also been proposed and accepted in some jurisdictions. Achieving widespread recognition of new
international crimes subject to universal jurisdiction would be exceedingly difficult, if not
impossible.142 However, many States already exercise extra-territorial jurisdiction over wildlife
crime, most commonly in the form of control over flag vessels and nationals operating abroad, or
control over imports or products intended for import into the State.
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Box 14: Port State Measures
Under international law, a country can assert jurisdiction over any vessel voluntarily entering its ports. Through Port
State Measures (PSM), a country can assert a form of jurisdiction over activities carried out in waters beyond its
territory by actors who are not its nationals on a vessel not flying its flag. Such measures can include inspection and
information-production measures to check for smuggled goods – including wildlife and timber – as well as illegally
caught fish. They can also include denial of port services to vessels suspected of IUU fishing.
Increasing international focus on PSMs as a mechanism for addressing wildlife crime is largely a response to problems
in reliance on flag State enforcement: vessels engaged in illegal operations can register with a flag State that is
unwilling or unable to enforce national and international regulation -- “flags of convenience” or “flags of noncompliance”. PSMs can assert control over ships flying flags of convenience by blocking entrance to certain markets,
and contributing to collection of information on illegal fishing operations. PSMs can be cheaper and safer than other
compliance mechanisms, such as high seas boarding.
PSMs work best when all States in a region adopt similar measures, preventing easy port shopping. To accomplish this,
some Regional Fisheries Management Organizations require member States to establish certain PSMs. However, this
does not stop vessels from using more convenient ports outside the region. When the North East Atlantic Fisheries
Commission (NEAFC) required its member States to adopt measures to deny port services to listed vessels suspected of
illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing, the proportion of listed vessels visiting ports of non-member States
doubled.
Uniform requirements for PSMs does not ensure uniform implementation. A study of implementation of PSMs from
2004-2009 showed that port States effectively implemented RFMO-required PSMs in only 25% of cases. RFMOs in turn
failed to consistently monitor implementation of PSMs to ensure port State compliance and to collect information on
activities of IUU vessels.
The 2009 FAO Port State Measures Agreement was designed to address some of these problems by establishing
standardized global requirements for port States on inspections, cooperation and information sharing and denying port
services to IUU listed vessels and vessels suspected of IUU fishing. This agreement is not yet in force.
Sources: D. J. Doulman and J. Swan, A guide to the background and implementation of the 2009 FAO Agreement on Port
State Measures to Prevent, Deter and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing, FAO Fisheries and
Aquaculture Circular no. 1074, FIPI/C1074 (FAO 2012); S. Flothmann, K. Kistowski, E. Dolan, E. Lee, F. Meere, and G.
Album, “Closing Loopholes: Getting Illegal Fishing Under Control”, 328(5982) Science 1235-1236 (2010)..

Flag State measures are a traditional means for controlling actions of vessels beyond national
jurisdiction, including fishing operations. Use of these measures has been encoded in international
instruments such as the 1993 FAO Agreement to Promote Compliance with International
Conservation and Management Measures by Fishing Vessels on the High Seas, which establishes flag
State responsibility over activities of vessels fishing on the high seas and provides for international
cooperation and information exchange to help Flag States fulfil this obligation.143
Despite these provisions, many flag States cannot or do not enforce compliance with the stipulated
conservation standards; these States are termed “flags of non-compliance”.144 The 2001 FAO
International Plan of Action on IUU Fishing therefore recommends that States discourage their
nationals from registering with States that do not meet their flag state responsibilities, and take
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action to directly deter their nationals from IUU fishing.145 Several States have established criminal
offences for fishing on the high seas or in other countries' jurisdictions in violation of international
standards or laws of relevant coastal States.146 These include Norway, New Zealand, Australia and
South Africa.147 In 2008 the European Community adopted a regulation on IUU fishing that covers all
fishing conducted by operators of EU nationality, as well as vessels flying flags of EU Member States.
The regulation also establishes sanctions for fishing in national and international waters in a manner
inconsistent with RFMO rules and/or “state responsibilities for the conservation of fisheries
resources under international law.”148 In addition to direct control over nationals, there has been
increasing focus on use of Port State Measures to track and regulate vessels engaged in illegal fishing
operations through port inspections and documentation requirements and to deny use of port
services to blacklisted vessels (see Box 14).
States are also increasingly extending extra-territorial jurisdiction through import restrictions. Import
and export controls are a traditional mechanism for addressing trade in wildlife, promoted, inter alia,
through CITES. Recently, import controls have become more expansive in scope and extensive in
jurisdictional reach. One of the most notable examples is the US Lacey Act, established in 1900 but
amended in 2008 to cover plant products as well as fauna (including fish).149 The Lacey Act not only
establishes import certification requirements, it also makes it unlawful to “import, export, transport,
sell, receive, acquire, or purchase” any wildlife product (including fish and plant products) “taken,
possessed, transported or sold” in violation of foreign laws or treaties to which the US is a Party (see
Box 15). In the case of plants, it specifies that this applies to any law that regulates harvesting plants
in protected areas and harvesting plants without or contrary to authorization, as well as laws
governing export and trans-shipment. The Act provides jurisdiction for US courts to interpret the
underlying foreign law to determine whether the imported wildlife product was illegally taken or
transported. In effect, this gives the US judicial system oversight over interpretation and
implementation of foreign wildlife laws related to wildlife products imported into the United States.
In a notable case, Arnold Bengis, director of Hout Bay Fishing Industries in South Africa, was
prosecuted by the United States under the Lacey Act for catching and smuggling rock lobster in
violation of the South African Marine Living Resources Act of 1998 and the Convention on the
Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources. According to the US Court of Appeals, “Although
South African authorities obtained arrest warrants for defendants, after concluding that defendants
financial resources and presence outside of South Africa rendered them 'beyond the reach of South
African authorities,' South Africa declined to charge, much less prosecute them.”150 Instead, the US
convicted Bengis and one of his associates, and sentenced them to imprisonment, forfeiture of
$13,300,000 to the United States, and payment of almost $30,000,000 in restitution to South Africa
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Box 15: Wildlife import measures
US Lacey Act (1900, amended 2008)
It is unlawful for any person--(1) to import, export, transport, sell, receive, acquire, or purchase any fish or wildlife or plant taken, possessed,
transported, or sold in violation of any law, treaty, or regulation of the United States or in violation of any Indian
tribal law;
(2) to import, export, transport, sell, receive, acquire, or purchase in interstate or foreign commerce—
(A) any fish or wildlife taken, possessed, transported, or sold in violation of any law or regulation of any State or in
violation of any foreign law;
(B) any plant—
(i) taken, possessed, transported, or sold in violation of any law or regulation of any State, or any foreign law,
that protects plants or that regulates—
(I) the theft of plants;
(II) the taking of plants from a park, forest reserve, or other officially protected area;
(III) the taking of plants from an officially designated area; or
(IV) the taking of plants without, or contrary to, required authorization;…
(C) any prohibited wildlife species... (§ 3372)
Canadian Wild Animal and Plant Protection and Regulation of International and Interprovincial Trade Act
(1992)
No person shall import into Canada any animal or plant that was taken, or any animal or plant, or any part or derivative
of an animal or plant, that was possessed, distributed or transported in contravention of any law of any foreign state.
(art. 6.1)
Australian Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act (1999)
A person must not intentionally import a specimen if the person knows that:
(a) the specimen was exported from a foreign country; and
(b) at the time the specimen was exported, the export of the specimen was prohibited by a law of the foreign
country that corresponds to this Part. (art. 303GQ)
Australian Illegal Logging Prohibition Act (2012)
A person commits an offence if:
(a) the person imports a thing; and
(b) the thing is, is made from, or includes, illegally logged timber; (art. 8).
illegally logged, in relation to timber, means harvested in contravention of laws in force in the place (whether or not
in Australia) where the timber was harvested. (art. 7)

(see Section 2.4).151 This case illustrates the power of extraterritorial jurisdiction to allow one
country to enforce another country’s wildlife laws, when that country is unwilling or unable.
The Lacey Act has been recommended as a model by the OECD High Seas Task Force, and similar
provisions have been used in fisheries legislation in Papua New Guinea, Nauru and the Solomon
Islands.152 Similar provisions are also included in legislation adopted in Canada and Australia (see
Box 15). Notably, the Canadian and Australian laws as well as the Lacey Act itself establish import of
151
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wildlife products in contravention of the laws of the source country as a crime carrying a maximum
penalty of more than 4 years. They therefore qualify as serious crimes for the purposes of UNTOC,
and trigger its provisions on extradition, law enforcement cooperation, and confiscation and seizure,
where they are transnational in nature and involve an organized criminal group.
The EU has likewise adopted regulations regulating import and sale of illegally harvested timber and
illegally taken endangered species, as well as a certification scheme for imports of fishery
products.153 The EU Timber Regulation (EUTR) complements an earlier scheme, the EU Forest Law
Enforcement, Governance and Trade (FLEGT) licensing scheme, established in 2005, which sets out a
system for Voluntary Partnership Agreements between European Union and timber exporting
countries.154 These agreements establish legally binding procedures to ensure the legality of timber
imported into the European Union through licensing of timber exports. The EUTR stipulates that
timber products accompanied by FLEGT licenses be considered legally harvested (art. 3). This creates
strong incentive for timber exporting countries to participate in FLEGT by signing a VPA and
establishing an appropriate licensing system, in order to ensure continued access to the EU market,
which in itself provides a form of extra-territorial oversight. However, the system depends on
Member State implementation of EUTR through adoption of legislation establishing appropriate
sanctions. As of 2014, one year after EUTR entered into force, 8 EU States had no implementing
legislation, and 20 were not implementing the regulation fully.155
These existing regulations are ad hoc, and do not cover all trade routes or all criminal activities. For
example, China, one of the largest importers of illegal wildlife products, does not have strong laws
controlling import of non-endangered species.156 This enables the large scale import of illicitly
sourced wildlife products, such as timber exported illegally from Tanzania and Mozambique.157
Strengthening these forms of extra-territorial jurisdiction and expanding their use to all major wildlife
importing nations could be a powerful mechanism for addressing wildlife crime despite lack of
capacity or will among origin and transit countries. As discussed below, a UNTOC protocol could
potentially play a role in promoting such expansion of jurisdiction by strengthening the legal basis for
jurisdiction and promoting adoption of extra-territorial mechanisms in the context of wildlife crime.

4.2 Legal basis for jurisdiction
A UNTOC protocol could, in theory, provide a legal basis for jurisdiction in wildlife crime cases where
the jurisdictional hook may be attenuated or less firmly established than is widely accepted under
international law. It could do this by bringing wildlife crime within the scope of existing provisions on
jurisdiction over participation in an organized criminal group, or by establishing new bases for
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jurisdiction in certain circumstances. However, sovereignty issues could create strong obstacles to
negotiation of any jurisdictional provisions that go beyond currently accepted international norms.
UNTOC provides that States may establish jurisdiction in circumstances where certain offences
established by the Convention are committed by or against a national of the State Party, or in
circumstances where such offences are committed outside the State's territory with a view to the
commission of a crime within its territory (see Box 16). Jurisdiction over offences involving nationals
adds little to what is already generally accepted under international law. However, the provisions
covering offences committed with a view to commission of a crime within a State's territory could
provide useful additional support for asserting extra-territorial jurisdiction. These provisions apply
only to two of the crimes established by the Convention: money laundering, and participation in an
organized criminal group (see Section 2.5). In both cases, these provisions currently apply in most
cases involving wildlife. A protocol could strengthen the legal relationship with wildlife crime, and
encourage use of these bases for jurisdiction in prosecuting cases related to wildlife crime.
Article 15.2(c)(ii) allows a State to extend jurisdiction over crimes related to money laundering
(attempt, conspiracy, aiding and abetting, facilitating and counselling, participation and association)
committed outside the State with a view to commission of money laundering within the State. As
discussed above, the Convention requires criminalization of money laundering of the proceeds of
“the widest range of predicate offences” (art. 6.2(a)), even where such offences are not “serious”
crimes under the Convention. However, if the predicate offence is committed outside the
prosecuting State, it must be a criminal offence under both the law of the State where it is
committed and of the prosecuting State (art. 6.2(c); see Section 2.5). For example, if a Chinese
company engages in illegal harvesting of timber in Mozambique, sells the timber products in the
US,158 and there conspires to launder the proceeds through a bank based in the UK, the UK can
directly prosecute the Chinese company for conspiracy to commit money laundering, as long as the
illegal timber harvesting would also be a criminal offence under the law of the UK if it had been
committed in the UK. This is true even if the Chinese company has no ties to the UK, exports no
timber to the UK, and fails even to make contact with the UK bank to attempt to launder the
proceeds, as long as it conspires “with a view to” commission of money laundering within the UK. A
protocol could encourage exercise of extra-territorial jurisdiction in cases involving money
laundering as a potentially strong basis for investigating and prosecuting those involved in wildlife
crime.
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Box 16: UNTOC provisions on jurisdiction and sovereignty
Required jurisdiction
Each State Party shall adopt such measures as may be necessary to establish its jurisdiction over the offences
established in accordance with articles 5, 6, 8 and 23 of this Convention when:
(a) The offence is committed in the territory of that State Party; or
(b) The offence is committed on board a vessel that is flying the flag of that State party or an aircraft that is
registered under the laws of that State Party at the time that the offence is committed. (art. 15.1)
Permissible jurisdiction
Subject to article 4 of this Convention, a State Party may also establish its jurisdiction over any such offence
[established in accordance with articles 5, 6, 8 and 23 of this Convention] when:
(a) The offence is committed against a national of that State Party;
(b) The offence is committed by a national of that State Party or a stateless person who has his or her habitual
residence in its territory; or
(c) The offence is:
(i) [Participation in an organized criminal group] committed outside its territory with a view to the commission
of a serious crime within its territory;
(ii) [An offense connected to money laundering] with a view to the commission of [money laundering] within its
territory. (art. 15.2)
Extradite or prosecute (aut dedere aut judicare)
A State Party in whose territory an alleged offender is found, if it does not extradite such person in respect of an
offence [covered by the Convention] solely on the ground that he or she is one of its nationals, shall, at the request of
the State Party seeking extradition, be obliged to submit the case without undue delay to its competent authorities for
the purpose of prosecution. (art. 16.10).
[E]ach State Party shall adopt such measures as may be necessary to establish its jurisdiction over the offences covered
by this Convention when the alleged offender is present in its territory and it does not extradite such person solely on
the ground that he or she is one of its nationals (art. 15.3).
Sovereignty
States Parties shall carry out their obligations under this Convention in a manner consistent with the principles of
sovereign equality and territorial integrity of States and that of non-intervention in the domestic affairs of other States.
(art. 4.1)
Nothing in this Convention entitles a State Party to undertake in the territory of another State the exercise of
jurisdiction and performance of functions that are reserved exclusively for the authorities of that other State by its
domestic law. (art. 4.2)

Article 15.2(c)(i) allows a State to establish jurisdiction over participation in an organized criminal
group outside the territory of the State with a view to committing a serious crime within its territory.
For example, this would provide justification for the United States to prosecute poachers,
middlemen, traffickers and controllers operating across the world with the intent of importing illegal
wildlife products into the US in contravention of the Lacey Act, which carries a maximum penalty of 5
years in prison. It could do this even if no illegal products were brought into the country, and none of
the defendants had any ties to the country, as long as the prosecutor could show that the
perpetrators were acting as part of an organized criminal group and the crime was committed “with
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a view to” illegal import. However, this provision would not apply if Austria sought to prosecute
members of an organized criminal group acting with a view to violating its Species Trade Act, because
offences established under that act carry a maximum penalty of two years and therefore are not
serious crimes as defined by the Convention.159 A protocol could stipulate that a State Party may
establish its jurisdiction over any defined wildlife crime committed outside its territory with a view
to import of products or proceeds into its territory. Alternatively, it could require or encourage
States to adopt legislation criminalizing import of wildlife products160 with a maximum penalty
sufficient to bring it within the scope of the existing UNTOC provision on extraterritorial jurisdiction
over participation in an organized crime.
A protocol could also establish new provisions that provide a legal basis for extra-territorial
jurisdiction in other cases involving wildlife crime. These might include provisions allowing a State to
establish extra-territorial jurisdiction over specific wildlife crimes committed in other territories or in
areas beyond national jurisdiction. To be feasible, these provisions would need to include a
jurisdictional hook, such as a real or potential impact on the prosecuting State or intent to import
into the prosecuting State.
Provisions permitting States to establish extra-territorial jurisdiction over wildlife crime could be
difficult to negotiate because of sovereignty concerns. UNTOC addresses sovereignty through article
4, which specifies that States must respect “the principles of sovereign equality and territorial
integrity of States and that of non-intervention on the domestic affairs of other States” in carrying
out their obligations under the Convention (art. 4.1). In practice, sovereignty concerns could make it
difficult to negotiate any basis for jurisdiction that goes beyond that already accepted under
existing international law.

4.3 Promotion of extra-territorial mechanisms
Though it may be difficult to use a UNTOC protocol to add justifications for assertion of extraterritorial jurisdiction, a protocol may be able to support expansion of jurisdiction to take full
advantage of existing jurisdictional boundaries. A protocol could do this by developing and expanding
on existing UNTOC provisions requiring States to assert jurisdiction in certain cases, and by
introducing new requirements for asserting jurisdiction in cases involving wildlife crime.
UNTOC requires assertion of jurisdiction in two cases: where the offence is committed in the
territory of the State Party and where the offence is committed aboard a vessel flying the flag of the
State Party. Both apply to the four offences established by the Convention: participation in an
organized criminal group, money laundering, corruption and obstruction of justice. A protocol could
expand these requirements to cover all wildlife related crimes involving a State's flag vessels or
nationals.161
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In addition, UNTOC requires that if a State refuses to extradite an alleged offender solely because
he/she is one of its nationals, the State must establish jurisdiction and prosecute that person. This
requirement to extradite or prosecute is referred to as aut dedere aut judicare. It can be an
important mechanism for closing jurisdictional holes and eliminating havens for suspects seeking to
avoid prosecution.162 A UNTOC protocol could bring all defined forms of wildlife crime within the
scope of this provision. It could also develop or strengthen this requirement, for example by
providing that a state must extradite in all situations where it is unable or unwilling to prosecute
because of lack of capacity or other reasons. For example, the Council of Europe Environmental
Crime Convention (not in force) provides that “Each Party shall adopt such appropriate measures as
may be necessary to establish jurisdiction over a criminal offence established in accordance with this
Convention, in cases where an alleged offender is present in its territory and it does not extradite
him to another Party after a request for extradition.”163
Perhaps the most significant contribution a protocol could make to expansion of jurisdiction could
be to encourage or require States to adopt specific measures criminalizing aspects of wildlife crime
undertaken by the State's nationals or flag vessels, or wildlife crime otherwise linked to the State,
such as through supply chains and trade flows. Measures could include criminalization of import,
possession, transport or sale of wildlife products sourced or transported in contravention of any
national or international law, through legislation similar to or modelled on the US Lacey Act. As
mentioned above, such measures would not only create a degree of international oversight over
wildlife crime committed in a foreign country, they could also provide a basis for extra-territorial
jurisdiction over participation in an organized criminal group involved in wildlife crime with a view to
importation into the prosecuting State (see Section 4.2).
UNTOC could also require or encourage criminalization of certain activities of nationals in foreign
jurisdictions and in areas beyond national jurisdiction. In addition to Port State Measures and Flag
State controls, these could include criminalization of all wildlife related activities by nationals in
contravention of national laws, RFMO rules or international conservation standards, along the lines
of the EC IUU Fishing Regulation. This would help address situations where Flag States are unwilling
or unable to exert control over vessels registered in their jurisdiction. It could also contribute to
combatting terrestrial wildlife crime where a capable country’s nationals are involved in illegal
wildlife related activities in countries less capable or less willing to enforce relevant legislation.
In addition to sovereignty concerns, assertion of extra-territorial jurisdiction raises questions of
jurisdictional overlap and equity. Wildlife crime typically occurs in and involves actors from multiple
countries. For example, in the case of illegal logging, the origin country, the country of incorporation
of the logging company, countries passed through for the purposes of timber laundering, transit
hubs, the country of processing and the country of final consumption could all have bases to assert
jurisdiction (see Box 2). In these cases, offenders could forum shop to try to find the most lenient, or
least capable, jurisdiction for prosecution. Extra-territorial jurisdiction also raises causation and
evidentiary problems, particularly where the place where the underlying wildlife crime was
committed is far from the jurisdiction where it is prosecuted, which the existing UNTOC provisions on
mutual legal assistance may only partly solve. Overlapping extra-territorial jurisdiction could also
162
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create political issues, for example where the citizen of one country is tried in another under
procedural or substantive laws that the home country finds inappropriate.
Despite these concerns, promotion of legal mechanisms that take advantage of extra-territorial
jurisdiction could greatly contribute to addressing international wildlife crime, and shifting the
burden of enforcement from less capable source countries to often more capable importing
countries. A UNTOC protocol could encourage or require countries to adopt specific laws to
criminalize importation of illegally sourced wildlife specimen or products, and impose
responsibility on States to ensure that their nationals and vessels flying their flag do not violate
national or international wildlife related laws in foreign jurisdictions or areas beyond national
jurisdiction. Such measures could go a long way towards ensuring enforcement of wildlife related
criminal law.

5 Recognition by International Community
A UNTOC protocol on wildlife crime and the process of developing such a protocol could generate
and focus international attention on specific issues relating to wildlife crime. It could help generate
high level political will and mobilize private actors and civil society by raising awareness of the
significance and intractability of the problem and the need for urgent measures. It could help focus
and coordinate this action to define and address specific issues. It could also help mainstream
wildlife crime in the larger criminological discussion.

5.1 The situation
The most serious problem in addressing wildlife crime may be lack of political will.164 Insufficient
political will at all levels means that wildlife crime is not allocated sufficient resources and attention;
it is not prioritized by prosecutors and investigators; and it is not treated as sufficiently important by
judges and decision-makers.
Wildlife crime may be seen as an environmental issue, rather than a criminal enforcement issue.165
This means that it is treated by governments and the international community from a conservation
and resource management perspective, rather than a criminal justice perspective.166 Responses at
the international level lack urgency and fail to engage sufficiently with the law enforcement and
criminal justice community. Environmental organizations may not understand or may be unwilling or
unable to provide needed support. For example, environmental donors may refuse to provide
firearms or ammunition to wildlife enforcement bodies.167
The law enforcement community may not sufficiently understand the importance of wildlife crime
and its relationship to other forms of transnational crime. Wildlife crime may seem like a victimless
crime, because the impacts on human lives and livelihoods are often more attenuated and less
obvious than those of other crimes, like human trafficking.168 This can lead to lax investigation and
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enforcement that fails to fully pursue the more powerful actors involved in international wildlife
crime. It can also contribute to a lack of capacity, because of lack of will to expend resources in
training and improved engagement with wildlife crime issues.
Awareness of the importance of wildlife crime is increasing among the international community, as
discussed above (see Section 1.3). A protocol could help ensure that this momentum continues to
build and translates into concrete results.

5.2 Raising international awareness
The process of negotiating and signing a UNTOC protocol would bring the problem of wildlife crime
farther into the global spotlight, and raise public awareness of the issues involved. A resulting
protocol would represent international agreement on the need for action. Even if negotiation did
not result in a legally binding protocol in force, the process itself would help build and shape an
international conversation on transnational organized crime involving wildlife. A formal negotiating
process would encourage individual states to consider their own laws, and the extent to which they
appropriately criminalize wildlife related activities. This could lead to legal reform or changes in
enforcement priorities, even in the absence of binding international obligations. Such a process
would also shape the scope of a discussion of wildlife crime to include not just activities affecting
iconic endangered species but also less high profile crime involving fishing and timber industries.
If a legally binding protocol did result, it would serve a symbolic purpose in addition to the specific
obligations its provisions created. A legally binding international instrument could provide weight
to calls for action by national and international civil society, even with respect to countries not
party to the instrument. This weight could be used to raise awareness and leverage public support to
realize concrete changes in legislation and enforcement practice related to wildlife crime.
Increased attention to wildlife crime generated through a negotiating process and a resulting
protocol could have implications for funding of measures to address illegal wildlife activities. It could
help unlock donor money and governance aid. It could shape the scope of funding to include all
environmentally harmful wildlife activities, including activities related to forest and marine
resources. It could also help inform the most efficient use of funding to effectively combat wildlife
crime.

5.3 Mainstreaming wildlife crime within the criminological agenda
A wildlife crime protocol to UNTOC would establish wildlife crime as a criminal justice issue, as well
as a conservation issue. It would bring wildlife crime within the UNODC framework of instruments
and processes, including UNCAC and UNTOC’s existing protocols on human trafficking, firearms and
migrant smuggling. This association could bring attention to the links between wildlife crime and the
issues covered by these protocols and support a coherent joint response.
The negotiation process would help develop an intersectoral discussion of wildlife as a criminal
issue. It could bring different representatives to the discussion, including representatives from justice
departments, fisheries agencies, natural resources departments, and environmental ministries.
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6 Recommendations
A UNTOC protocol on wildlife crime has the potential to contribute to addressing international
wildlife crime by harmonizing national laws, facilitating law enforcement cooperation, promoting
expansion of jurisdiction through extraterritorial mechanisms, and focusing international attention.
The analysis of these potential contributions results in several specific recommendations for next
steps in evaluating and designing a protocol.
1. Conduct a comprehensive survey of global, local and national instruments and laws. A
determination of whether to pursue a UNTOC wildlife crime protocol, and what shape such a
protocol should take, must be informed by a comprehensive mapping of the legal landscape.
This mapping should include a survey of national criminal laws and associated penalties,
which will demonstrate the current application of UNTOC in relation to wildlife crime by
showing the prevalence of relevant criminal laws carrying a maximum penalty of four years
or more. It should also include a survey of regional and global instruments, to avoid overlap
and ensure that a protocol supports and enhances existing processes and regimes, as well as
providing potential models or ideas for mechanisms to be contained in a protocol.
2. Gather information and data on cases and prosecutions, including information on rates of
prosecution of wildlife related offences and what laws and legal mechanisms are being used
in cases involving wildlife. Beyond understanding law on the books, it is important to
understand how law is being used. Statistics on prosecutions can shine light on gaps in law
and capacity, which a protocol could address. Information on cases and convictions can
demonstrate what laws are most effective in securing convictions, which can indicate what
laws prosecutors and judges are most comfortable with as well as what laws could form
models for international criminal standards. Information on cases can also show what sorts
of defendants are being prosecuted and convicted, and whether laws are appropriately
targeting organizers and controllers as opposed to low level criminals. This in turn can inform
design of mechanisms to encourage more appropriate and effective targeting.
3. Investigate specific law enforcement needs in relation to international wildlife crime through
engagement with enforcement units throughout the world. To improve enforcement in
relation to international wildlife crime, it is necessary to fully understand the challenges and
issues faced by law enforcement practitioners. This must go beyond basic information on
wildlife law enforcement problems to include comprehensive information on specific
challenges in coordinating law enforcement operations across national borders. Gathering
such information will require engagement with law enforcement professionals and
practitioners in multiple countries and international organizations.
4. Develop a strategy for addressing harmful and unsustainable wildlife-related activity through
negotiation of a UNTOC protocol. This strategy should establish goals for the new protocol,
taking into account information on existing laws and cases and law enforcement needs. It
should include minimum and maximum negotiation outcomes capable of meeting these
goals.
5. Open a dialogue with governments, international organizations and stakeholders to discuss
the need for and feasibility of a wildlife crime protocol. Starting an informal international
conversation about a wildlife crime protocol is a necessary step in development of such a
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protocol. It would place wildlife crime on the international agenda and help shape discussion
on issues related to wildlife crime.
6. Initiate a participatory process to consider specific definitions, mechanisms and other
components a protocol might contain. This process should involve engagement with experts
in law, enforcement, conservation and other relevant fields, to develop and refine ideas on
specific tools that could be incorporated into a wildlife crime protocol. Consideration of such
tools would contribute to an informed determination of whether a protocol should be
pursued.
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